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aleqsandre orbeliani rogorc axali qarTuli 

literaturis kritikosi

aleqsandre orbeliani mecxramete saukunis qarTuli 

mwerlobis erT-erT saintereso warmomadgenelia. igi moR-

vaweobda literaturis mraval dargSi – poeziaSi, prozaSi, 

dramaturgiaSi, kritikasa da publicistikaSi. aleqsandre 

orbelianis literaturuli SesaZleblobebi yvelaze naT-

lad mis kritikul naazrevSi gamovlinda. 50-iani wlebidan 

igi aqveynebs rig werilebs rogorc zogadliteraturuli 

sakiTxebis, ise konkretul mweralTa Semoqmedebis irgvliv.

sayuradReboa aleqsandre orbelianis werili grigol 

rCeuliSvilis moTxrobis „qvrivis limonebis“ Sesaxeb. am 

statiaSi kritikosi msjelobs sazogadod istoriuli nawar-

moebis specifikis Taobaze da miuTiTebs im Seusabamobebze, 

rac Zalze akninebs rCeuliSvilis moTxrobis mxatvrul do-

nes. werilSi „darTuls darTuli“, kritikosi ganixilavs 

daniel WonqaZis „suramis cixes“ da ar iziarebs moTxrobis 

mxatvrul koncefcias. aleqsandre orbeliani ar miiCnevs 

gamarTlebulad Tavadaznaurobis, rogorc calke social-

uri fenis, kritikas. misi TqmiT, mwerali ufro zogadi, eTi-

kuri xasiaTis problemebiT unda interesdebodes. aRsaniS-

navia is faqti, rom aleqsandre orbeliani amCnevs qarTul 

sazogadoebriv azrovnebaSi ori ZiriTadi nakadis gamokveT-

as, ori dasis dabadebas, romelTac is pirobiTad „konserva-

torebsa da progresistebs“ uwodebs. am movlenas kritikosi 

savsebiT kanonzomier da misasalmebel faqtad miiCnevs. 
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qarTuli enis bedi, misi awmyo da momavali aleqsandre 

orbelianis erT-erTi mTavari safiqrali iyo. werilSi „ram-

denime sityva „gayris“ kamediazed“ aleqsandre orbeliani 

eWvqveS ayenebs platon ioselianis Sexedulebas giorgi 

erisTavis enobriv novatorobasTan dakavSirebiT. orbeli-

ani aRniSnavs, rom SeuZlebelia weriTi metyvelebis yvela 

sferoze ganvazogadoT giorgi erisTavis komediebis ena, vi-

naidan igi swored komediuri Janris TxzulebebisTvis aris 

Sesaferi da verc erT SemTxvevaSi saerTo saliteraturo 

enis pretenzia ver eqneba. amasTanave kritikosi aRiarebs 

erTiani literaturuli enis arsebobis aucileblobas.

aleqsandre orbeliani 50-iani wlebis qarTuli liter-

aturis erT-erT TvalsaCino warmomadgenlad gvevlineba. 

nikoloz berZniSvilTan da mixeil TumaniSvilTan erTad igi 

dgas mecxramete saukunis qarTuli literaturuli kriti-

kis saTaveebTan.

Levan Beburishvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State university

Alexander Orbeliani as a Critic of New Georgian                             
Literature

Alexander Orbeliani is one of the most interesting representa-
tives of Georgian literature of the nineteenth century. He has worked 
in several fi elds of literature – poetry, prose, drama, criticism and 
journalism. Alexander Orbeliani’s literary abilities were most clearly 
revealed in his critical works. Since the 1850s, he has published a 
number of lett ers on both general literary issues and the works of 
particular writers.
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Alexander Orbeliani’s lett er about Grigol Rcheulishvili’s story 
“Widow’s Lemons” is noteworthy. In this article, the critic discusses 
the specifi cs of the historical fi ction in general and points out the 
inconsistencies that greatly diminish the artistic value of Rcheulish-
vili’s story. In the lett er “Att ached to the Att achment”, the critic dis-
cusses Daniel Chonkadze’s “Suram Fortress” and does not share the 
artistic concept of the story. Alexander Orbeliani does not consider 
it right to criticize the nobility as a separate social stratum. Accord-
ing to him, the writer should be interested in more general, ethical 
problems.

It is noteworthy that Alexander Orbeliani notices the emergence 
of two main currents in Georgian public thought, the birth of two 
groups, which he conventionally calls “conservatives and progres-
sives.” The critic considers this event as a completely lawful and wel-
come fact.

The fate of the Georgian language, its present and future was 
one of the main thoughts of Alexander Orbeliani. In his lett er “A Few 
Words on Divorce Comedy”, Alexander Orbeliani questions Platon 
Ioseliani’s views on Giorgi Eristavi’s linguistic innovation. Orbeliani 
points out that it is impossible to generalize the language of Giorgi 
Eristavi’s comedies in all spheres of writt en speech, as it is suitable 
for works of the comedy genre and in no case can it claim a common 
literary language. At the same time, the critic acknowledges the need 
for a unifi ed literary language.

Alexander Orbeliani is one of the most prominent fi gures 
in Georgian literature of the 1850s, and together with Nikoloz 
Berdznishvili and Mikheil Tumanishvili, he stands at the forefront of 
nineteenth-century Georgian literary criticism.
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Simone Att ilio Bellezza 

University of Naples Federico II 

What Was Soviet and What Was Ukrainian in the                  
Ukrainian Shistdesiatnytstvo 

This speech will present a brief history and the main charac-
ters of the Ukrainian shistdesiatnytstvo from the point of view of 
political and social history. The analysis will be divided into three 
parts which correspond to the three main evolutionary phases of 
the movement: fi rst we will analyze the origins of the shistdesiat-
nyky to understand how this generation of intellectuals and artists 
gave birth to a renaissance of national culture in Soviet Ukraine. 
This part will be done essentially on the basis of the cases of Lina 
Kostenko, Ivan Dziuba, VasylSymonenko and Les Taniuk. The lat-
ter was the founder of the Creative Youth Club, which was the fi rst 
meeting place for the members of the developing movement. In the 
second part I will present the main initiatives of the shistdesiatnyky 
in the fi eld of culture and civil activism, whose aim was to build a 
new sense of belonging to the Ukrainian nation (the word used in 
those years was hromads’kist’ – громадськість). I will describe the 
struggle of the shistdesiatnyky to achieve greater freedom of expres-
sion and respect for the cultural needs of the Ukrainian people. The 
third part of the speech will examine the reasons for the weakness 
of the shistdesiatnytstvo as a political movement and describe the 
repressive strategy of the Soviet security organs which, from 1968 to 
1972, were able to silence almost all the representatives of this move-
ment for the renewal of Ukrainian society. Finally, I will att empt a 
general assessment of the movement to understand to what extent 
the shistdesiatnytstvo was a pre-eminently national cultural revival 
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movement, what were the similarities with the wider Soviet cultural 
universe and whether it was really possible that a genuine Ukrainian 
national state was born from the Soviet Ukraine of the 1960s.

Tetiana Belimova

Shevchenko Institute of Literature of the National Academy                                                         
of Sciences of Ukraine

Early time in The Novel “Chocolat” by Joanne Harris

The works of British writer Joanne Harris (1964) are still litt le 
known to the wide public in Ukraine, at the same time they have 
received recognition in the world of English literature. The novel 
“Chocolat” (1999) has made the author famous and popular due to 
the theme of memory and reassessment of worldviews and values, 
and it has been translated into many languages and fi lmed.

As time and space of her Harris work, the author chooses the 
French town of Lansquenet-sous-Tannes in the late 1970s, when con-
ventionalities and social precepts determined the fate of people in a 
province that is far away from large cities. The writer uses the sym-
bol of carnival as an action that can bring with it the wind of change. 
Vianne Rocher, a woman with a strange profession, and her litt le 
daughter Anouk arrive in the town with the carnival winds. They 
open a chocolaterie «La Céleste Praline» in the central square and 
radically change the life of Lansquenet-sous-Tannes.

The central theme of “Chocolat” is a memory that does not let 
go. Due to the wounds of time, the main characters can not go ahead 
and do not see the future. The traumatic experience needs to be re-
thought, to relive some memories that have long been immersed in 
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artifi cial amnesia. At the same time, the writer describes real fi ght of 
people for their rights and needs, their struggle with public conven-
tionalities and imposed stereotypes. Such a harsh moral censorship 
is personifi ed by Francis Reynaud, the village priest. He is a “Black 
man” wearing a cassock to cover up his crimes. Vianne Rocher op-
poses him. She represents the desire for freedom, mercy, charity, in 
other words the offi  cially declared values that remain in society at 
the level of manifesto. Vianne lives not only contrary to all the ste-
reotypes, overcoming her own wounds of time, she tries to help the 
new environment, in fact, the outcast, pushed out of the community 
in the provincial Lansquenet-sous-Tannes. Social drama and history 
lessons, self-healing memory are the main thematic vectors of the 
world bestseller by Joanne Harris.

mzisa buskivaZe

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis                                                               

Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

fenimisturi literaturuli kritika da qali                

avtorebis sakiTxi Turqul literaturaSi

literaturaSi qalTa sakiTxis kvleva dakavSirebulia 

feministur TeoriebTan, romelTa gavleniT safuZveli 

Caeyara feministur literaturul kritikas. feministuri 

kritikisaTvis mniSvnelovania qalis, rogorc avtorisa da 

mkiTxvelis, kvleva. Tanamedrove Turqul literaturaSi 

qali avtorebis raodenoba TandaTan matulobs. maT didi 

wvlili SeaqvT erovnuli literaturis ganviTarebaSi. 

mniSvnelovania qali avtorebis identifikaciis sakiTxic. 
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qalma avtorebma literaturaSi axali Temebi Semoitanes 

da samyaros axleburi aRqmis perspeqtiva ganaviTares. aqe-

dan gamomdinare, Turqul literaturaSi qali avtorebis 

mier gaSuqebuli Temebis gaanalizeba saintereso masalas 

gvaZlevs, zogadad, qalis istoriisa da gamocdilebis dad-

genis TvalsazrisiT.literaturis feministuri kritikis 

fenomeni Zalian mniSvnelovania feministuri TeoriisaT-

vis, vinaidan swored aRniSnuli „problemuri velis“ SigniT 

daisva iseTi konceptualuri sakiTxebi, rogorebicaa: qa-

lis subieqtobis struqturis sakiTxi, romelic mamakacis 

subieqtobisgan gansxvavdeba; qalTa metyvelebis, enisa da 

azrovnebis Taviseburebis sakiTxi; qaluri gamocdilebisa 

da seqsualobis sakiTxi; reprezentaciis qaluri strate-

giisa da qalis politikuri strategiis sakiTxi. Turqul 

literaturaSi mkvlevrebis mxridan qali mwerlebis Semoq-

medebiT dainteresebam feministuri kritikisadmi interesi 

gazarda. qalis „molaparake subieqtad“ aRiareba mas saSu-

alebas aZlevs, daamsxvrios sociomiTologizirebuli xati 

da sakuTari msoflmxedvelobidan da perspeqtividan Seafa-

sos gare samyaro. ratom aris mniSvnelovani qali avtoris, 

rogorc „molaparake subieqtis“, identifikaciis sakiTxi? 

upirveles yovlisa, swored identifikaciisas vlindeba 

fenomen „molaparake subieqtis“ sirTule da ambivalen-

turoba. „qalTa prozasTan“, rogorc feminur ideasTan, 

identifikacia qal avtorebSi aRniSnuli ideisgan gaucxoe-

basac iwvevs. es gamowveulia ara mxolod eqstraliteratu-

ruli faqtorebiT, aramed imiT, rom qvecnobierad qalebi 

patriarqaluri enobrivi tradiciis matareblebi arian. qa-

lTa Semoqmedeba ganixileboda ara rogorc weris teqnolo-

giuri Sedegi, aramed rogorc qalis bunebrivi kreatiulo-
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bisa da fsiqologiuri Taviseburebis Sedegi. qaluri mar-

ginaluri topologiis tipiur gamovlinebad qalebis mier 

fsevdonimad mamebis, qmrebis saxelebis, an anonimurobis 

mizniT fsevdonimebis gamoyeneba iTvleba. qali avtorebis 

identifikaciis sakiTxi uSualod ukavSirdeba cneba „qalTa 

literaturis“ Camoyalibebas. „qalTa literaturis” cneba, 

gulisxmobs qalis mier Seqmnili Temebis, Janrebis, liter-

aturis struqturaTa Seswavlas. sagnebis ricxvSi ki Sedis 

fsiqodinamikis, lingvistikis da qaluri enis dinamikis, qa-

lis karieris individualuri da koleqtiuri traeqtoriis, 

literaturis istoriisa da calkeul mweral qalTa nawar-

moebebis Seswavla. imis gansazRvra, Tu ra adgili uWiravs 

qals „maRal literaturad“ monaTlul, patriarqaluri 

dominantebiT gajerebul SemoqmedebiT sivrceSi saSuale-

bas gvaZlevs visaubroT TurqTSi „qalTa literaturis“ 

ganviTrebis perspeqtivebze. gavaanalizebT Sua saukunee-

bis, TanzimaTis periodis, respublikis periodis pirveli 

da meore naxevris literaturaSi qali mwerlebis adgilis 

gansazRvris sakiTxs. aRniSnul periodSi moRvawe qali po-

etebisa da mwerlebis gamocdilebis magaliTze gamovavlenT 

im sirTuleebs, romelTa gadalaxva mouwiaT da dResac uw-

evT qal avtorebs sakuTari identobis mopovebis gzaze. gan-

vixilavT qali avtorebis cnebebis “qalTa literatura” da 

“qali mwerali” irgvliv gamoTqmul mosazrebebs. xazs gaes-

meva im mniSvnelovan faqtorebs, romlebic aRniSnuli cne-

bebisadmi uaryofiT damokidebulebis CamoyalibebaSi mniS-

vnelovan rols TamaSoben.
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Mzisa Buskivadze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Feminist Literary Criticism and the issues of Women 
Writersin the Turkish Literature

In the literature, study of women’s issue is related to the femi-
nistic theories with the infl uence of which feminist criticism of lit-
erature was formed. Study of women, as authors and as reader is 
of great signifi cance in feministic criticism. In modern Turkish lit-
erature number of women authors increases gradually. Their con-
tribution in development of national literature is indeed very great. 
The issue of identifi cation of women authors is of signifi cance. 
Women authors brought new themes in literature and developed 
the new perception of the world. Based on all this, analysis of the 
issues elucidated by women authors in Turkish literature provides 
very interesting materials, in general, with respect of determination 
of women’s history and experience. Phenomenon of feminist criti-
cism of literature is very signifi cant for the feminist theory, as within 
this “problematic fi eld” were stated such conceptual issues as: the 
issue of women’s subjectivity structure, which is diff erent from 
men’s subjectivity; the issue of nature of women’s speech, language 
and thinking; the issue of female experience and sexuality; the is-
sue of female representation strategy and female political strategy. 
Increased interest of the researchers to the works of women writers 
caused interest to the feminist criticism. Recognition of woman as a 
speaking subject allows her to break the socially-mythologized im-
age and assess the external world pursuant to her own world view 
and perspective. Why the issue of identifi cation of woman author, 
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as the “speaking subject” is of such signifi cance? First of all, this is 
the process of identifi cation, which reveals complexity and ambiva-
lent nature of the phenomenon of “speaking subject”. In the world, 
where the feminine values are rejected, women authors att empt to 
gain their own place. This is the step requiring courage and certain 
self-consciousness. Identifi cation with the “women’s prose” as the 
feminine idea, can even cause estrangement with the mentioned idea 
in female authors. This is caused not only by the extra-literary fac-
tors but also by the fact that subconsciously, women are carriers of 
patriarchal language traditions. Characteristics of marginal topology 
of women authors are basically conditioned by the single fact. In the 
culture they were primarily perceived as women and only after this – 
as writers or poets. And reason of this was association of the literary 
discourse with the female body. It implies aff ective, emotional and 
sensitive nature. Women’s works were regarded not as the techno-
logical outcome of writing but as the result of natural creativity and 
psychological characteristics of women. Use of the names of their 
fathers or husbands or other pen names by women for anonymity 
could be regarded as typical manifestation of feminine marginal to-
pology. The issue of identifi cation of women authors is directly re-
lated to formation of the concept of “women’s literature”. Concept 
of “women’s literature” implies studying of the themes, genres, liter-
ary structures created by women. List of the subjects includes study 
of psychodynamics, linguistics and dynamics of feminine language, 
individual and collective trajectories of women’s carriers, history of 
literature and works of certain women writers. We shall consider 
the concept of “women’s literature” in details, as well as the issue 
of defi ning of the place of women writers in the literature of Tanzi-
mat period, fi rst and second halves of the republic period. On the 
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example of experience of women poets and writers of the mentioned 
period, we shall reveal the diffi  culties, which they had to overcome 
and which are to be overcome by women authors even now, on their 
way for gaining of their identity. We shall discuss the opinions deal-
ing with the concepts of “women’s literature” and “female writer”; 
we shall emphasize the factors playing signifi cant role for the nega-
tive att itude towards the mentioned concepts.

nana gafrindaSvili

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis                                                             

Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

imperia da misi miTebi: warmosaxviTi realobis 

reprezentacia beladis saxis magaliTze qarTul 

socrealistur literaturaSi

imperiebis marTvis procesSi umniSvnelovanesi adgili 

uWiravs ideologiuri manqanis „gamarTul“ muSaobas. iseTi 

administraciuli erTeulebis marTva, romlebic sxvadasxva 

erovnebis, enisa da kulturis matarebeli adamianebisagan 

Sedgeba, bevrad ufro advili xdeba, roca am saqmeSi erTveba 

fiqciis ena da saerTo miTebi. am miTebs, rogorc wesi, re-

alobasTan kavSiri naklebad aqvs da amitomac ewodebaT „so-

cialuri konstruqcia“ Tu „warmosaxviTi realoba“. 

saqarTvelom, sxva postsabWoTa qveynebis msgavsad, 

gamoiara koloniuri epoqis ukanaskneli etapi totali-

taruli komunisturi sistemis pirobebSi da, Sesabamisad, 

mxatvruli literaturiT tiraJirebuli sabWoTa miTebi 
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koloniuri epoqis qarTuli saliteraturo sinamdvilisaT-

visac Cveulebrivi movlena iyo. 

sabWoTa epoqis miTebis kvleva iZleva koloniuri epoqis 

suliskveTebis, sabWoTa cxovrebis mxatvrul-esTetikuri 

Taviseburebebis saintereso kuTxiT danaxvisa da gaSuqebis 

SesaZleblobas. 

qarTul socrealistur literaturaSi, anu `saxelm-

wifo miTebis oficialur sacavSi~ (katerina klarki) umniS-

vnelovanesi adgili eWira miTs didi sabWoTa ojaxis Sesaxeb, 

sadac umniSvnelovanesi adgili ekava mamis/beladis/stali-

nis/leninis saxes. 

am miTebis aTviseba da mxatvruli xorcSesxma metad ST-

ambeWdavad moxda qarTul sabWoTa poeziaSi, uamravi leqsi 

mieZRvna brZeni mamis, stalinis/leninis, arqetips. isini so-

cialisturi realizmis idealebisa da esTetikis, proleta-

ruli mwerlobis faseulobebis amsaxveli tipuri nimuSebia. 

poetebi TiTqos erTmaneTs ejibrebian, vin ufro STambeW-

davad, amaRelveblad, msuye poeturi samkaulebiT Seamkobs 

belads.

adamianebis sabWoTa miTebTan ziarebas socrealisturi 

literatura sabavSvo baRis asakis bavSvebidan iwyebda, raTa 

martivad da organulad SeerTebodnen isini momavalSi ko-

munizmis mSenebelTa rigebs. socrealisturi saymawvilo 

literatura erTgvarad Zaladobda bavSvebis saTuT fsiqi-

kaze, komunistur ideebs unergavda maT da ase amaxinjebda 

maT sulier samyaros. 

unda aRiniSnos, rom beladis Tema oficialur Temad iyo 

miCneuli da mas cenzura umkacresad akontrolebda. ofi-

cialuri sqemis zedmiwevniT dacva yvela mwerals moeTxove-

boda.. 
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sabWoTa literatura, socrealizmis kanonidan gamom-

dinare, valdebuli iyo, aqtiuri monawileoba mieRo sab-

WoTa miTebis mxatvrul xorcSesxmasa da gavrcelebaSi. ase 

yalibdeboda sabWouri narativi. sabWoTa miTologiis mTa-

vari daniSnuleba iyo, miTebiT CaenacvlebinaT sinamdvile 

da xalxs bednierad ecxovra ara realur, aramed iluziur, 

miTebis samyaroSi. 

Nana Gaprindashvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Empireand its Myths: Representation of Imaginary                      
Reality using the Example of a Leader in Georgian                  

Socialist Realism

In Georgian Socialist Realism, the most important place in the 
process of ruling empires is the “proper” work of the ideological 
machine. Ruling administrative units made up of people of diff erent 
nationalities, languages and cultures becomes much easier when the 
language of fi ction and common myths is involved. These myths are 
not connected with reality and therefore are referred to as the “social 
construction” or “imaginary reality”. 

Georgia, like other post-Soviet countries, went through the last 
stage of the colonial era under a totalitarian communist system and, 
consequently, Soviet myths reproduced in fi ction were a common 
occurrence in the Georgian literary reality of the colonial era. 

The study of the myths of the Soviet epoch provides an opportu-
nity to observe the spirit of the colonial era, the artistic and aesthetic 
peculiarities of Soviet life from an interesting angle.
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In Georgian Socialist Realism, or the “Offi  cial Repository of State 
Myths” (Katerina Clark), the most important place was occupied by 
the myth of the great Soviet family, where the image of father/ leader 
/ Stalin / Lenin was especially prominent. 

The assimilation and artistic embodiment of these myths took 
place in Georgian Soviet poetry with numerous poems dedicated to 
the archetype of the wise father, Stalin / Lenin. They are typical ex-
amples of the ideals and aesthetics of socialist realism and the values 
of proletarian literature. Poets seem to compete with each other over 
who will adorn the leader with more impressive, exciting, rich poetic 
jewellery. 

Literary works in Socialist Realism were presented to kindergar-
ten-age children so that they could easily and organically join the co-
hort of communism builders in the future. Socialist realism literature 
for children somehow abused the tender psyche of children, instilled 
communist ideas in them, and thus distorted their spiritual world. 

It should be noted that the theme of the leader was considered 
an offi  cial topic and it was strictly controlled by censorship. Strict 
adherence to the offi  cial scheme was required by all writers. 

Soviet literature, under the law of Socialist realism, was obliged 
to take an active part in the artistic embodiment and dissemination 
of Soviet myths. This is how the Soviet narrative was formed. The 
main purpose of Soviet mythology was to replace reality with myths 
and make people live happily in a world of myths, but not in reality. 
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elene gegeSiZe

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis                                                               

Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

literaturuli salonebi XIX saukuneSi

(quTaisis saojaxo kulturuli cxovrebidan)

saqarTveloSi sulierebis erovnul safuZvels odiT-

ganve ojaxi warmoadgenda. is inaxavda eris saukeTso tra-

diciebs, aviTarebda erovnul kulturas, Tuki ram kargi 

Semoinaxa xalxma is upirveles yovlisa ojaxis wyalobiT 

moxda. ojaxebma gadaarCines da gaaZlieres qarTuli xe-

lovneba miT ufro maSin, roca saqarTvelo ar iyo ganebivre-

buli kulturuli dawesebulebebiT, TeatrebiT, Semoq-

medebiTi kavSirebiT, sazogado sakrebuloebiT.

quTaisSi yovelTvis maZlavrobda ojaxis instituti. qa-

rTvel mweralTa da kulturis moRvaweTa Sekrebis yvelaze 

stabiluri adgilebi iyo tradiciuli qarTuli ojaxebi, 

romlebic erTgvar literaturul salonebs warmoadgend-

nen. qarTuli perioduli presis simcirisa da siRaribis 

gamo kulturisa da mwerlobis moyvarulni Tavian Semoq-

medebasa da da azrebs erTmaneTs uziarebdnen Sinaurul 

saRamoebze. aseT Sekrebebze umetes SemTxvevaSi ecnobodnen 

jer gamouqveynebel nawarmoebebs, msjelobdnen erovnuli 

kulturis saerTo saWirboto sakiTxebze.

 me-19 saukunis quTaisi iyo qarTuli sazogadebrivi da 

inteleqtualuri moZraobis centri. axali poeturi sity-

vis akvani. quTaisSi saojaxo-literaturul salons war-

modgenda RoRoberiZeebis didi ojaxi, romelmac aRzarda 

xuTi saukeTeso mamuliSvili. ojaxis ufrosi Svili, liter-
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aturuli salonis warmmarTveli, qarTuli kulturis didi 

qomagi da mecenati iyo pirveli umaRles damTavrebuli 

kaci imereTSi, iuristi giorgi RoRoberiZe kaci, romelmac 

evropul yaidaze wverulvaSgaparsulma pirvelma gabeda 

sazogadoebaSi gamosvla. 

RoRoberiZeebis saxli maspiZlobda qarTuli kultu-

ris brwyinvale warmomadgenlebs – akakis, sergei mesxs, niko 

nikolaZes, dim. baqraZes, solomon leoniZes da sxv., rom-

lebic saubrobdnen literaturisa da xelovnebis Sesaxeb, 

politikaze, kiTxulobdnen axal nawarmoebebs. am saxlSi 

1858 wels gamarTula pirveli qarTuli warmodgena, g. eri-

sTavis `gayra“, sanam Seiqmneboda profesiuli Teatri.

qarTuli kulturis moRvaweTa SekrebebiT araerTi 

ojaxi iyo cnobili quTaisSi. salonuri cxovreba Cqefda 

gokielebis, xeCinaSvilebis, miqelaZeebis, oiselianebis da 

sxvaTa ojaxebSi. da swored aseTma ojaxebma gadaarCines da 

gaaZlieres qarTuli kultura.

Elene Gegeshidze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Literary salons in the XIX century

(From Kutaisi family cultural life)

The national basis of spirituality in Georgia has always been the 
family. He kept the best traditions of the nation, developed the na-
tional culture, if things were kept good by the people it happened 
fi rst of all thanks to the family. Families saved and strengthened 
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Georgian art, especially when Georgia was not pampered by cul-
tural institutions, theaters, creative unions, and public councils.

The family institute has always been stronger in Kutaisi. The 
most stable gathering places for Georgian writers and cultural fi g-
ures were traditional Georgian families, which were a kind of lit-
erary salon. Due to the scarcity and poverty of the Georgian peri-
odical press, culture and literature lovers shared their creations and 
thoughts with each other at home evenings. At such gatherings, 
in most cases, previously unpublished works were discussed, and 
common issues of national culture were discussed.

Kutaisi was the center of the Georgian social and intellectual 
movement in the 19th century. The cradle of a new poetic word. The 
family-literary salon in Kutaisi was represented by a large family of 
Ghoghoberidzes, who raised fi ve of the best patriots. The eldest son 
of the family, the head of the literary salon, a great supporter and 
patron of Georgian culture, was the fi rst graduate in Imereti, lawyer 
Giorgi Ghoghoberidze, the fi rst man who dared to speak in public 
on the European Kaida.

The Ghoghoberidzes’ house hosted brilliant representatives of 
Georgian culture – Akaki, Sergey Meskhi, Niko Nikoladze, Dim. 
Bakradze, Solomon Leonidze, etc., who talked about literature and 
art, politics, read new works. The fi rst Georgian performance was 
held in this house in 1858, G. Eristavi “Divorce” before the creation 
of a professional theater.

Many families in Kutaisi were famous for the gatherings of Geor-
gian cultural fi gures. Salon life fl ourished in the families of Gokieli, 
Khechinashvili, Mikeladze, Oiseliani and others. Families saved and 
strengthened Georgian culture.
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elene gogiaSvili

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis                                                               

Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

hans qristian andersenis „bulbulisa“ da                   

„Tovlis dedoflis“ adreuli qarTuli Targmanebi

hans qristian andersenis zRaprebis pirveli Targmanebi 

daniuridan evropul enebze me-19 saukunis 40-iani wlebidan 

gamoCnda, Zalian male, rac man Tavisi pirveli sabavSvo zRa-

prebis krebuli „Eventyr, fortaltforBørn. FørsteSamling” gamoaqvey-

na kopenhagenSi 1835 wels. saqarTveloSi andersenis calkeu-

li zRaprebis qarTul enaze Targmna 1870-ian wlebSi daiwyo. 

me-19 saukunis miwuruls qarTul periodul gamocemebSi, 

sabavSvo Jurnalebsa da broSurebSi intensiurad ibeWde-

boda ucxouri zRaprebis Targmanebi germanuli, franguli, 

inglisuri da rusuli enebidan: msoflios xalxTa zRaprebi 

da legendebi, moTxrobebi „aTas erTi Ramidan“, zRaprebi 

Zmebi grimebis „sabavSvo da saojaxo zRaprebis“ krebulidan, 

hans qristian andersenis zRaprebi. garda amisa, qarTul say-

mawvilo JurnalebSi qveyndeboda SemecnebiTi xasiaTis wer-

ilebic danieli mwerlis biografiis Sesaxeb. 

moxsenebis Temaa andersenis nawarmoebebis gamouqvey-

nebeli qarTuli Targmanebi me-19 saukunis 70-iani wlebis 

saarqivo masalebis mixedviT. andersenis zRaprebis cnobil 

qarTul Targmanebs (nino nakaSiZe, anastasia TumaniSvili-

wereTlisa, Tedo saxokia, dimitri naxucriSvili, samson 

RonRaZe da sxv.) qronologiurad win uswrebs ucnobi xel-

naweri, romelic qarTvelTa Soris wera-kiTxvis gamavrce-

lebeli sazogadoebis folklorul-SemkreblobiT moR-
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vaweobas ukavSirdeba. „bulbuli“ da „Tovlis dedofali“ 

andersenis SemoqmedebaSi sayovelTaod aRiarebuli zRa-

prebia, romlebic mudam CarTulia rCeul krebulebSi da 

sxvadasxva mxatvris mier dasuraTebuli xelaxla gamoicema. 

ucnobi qarTuli teqsti swored am ori zRapris Targmans 

Seicavs. 

Elene Gogiashvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Early Georgian Translations of “The Nightingale” and 
“The Snow Queen” by Hans Christian Andersen

The fairy tales by Hans Christian Andersen were fi rst translated 
from Danish into European languages in the 1840ies, almost immedi-
ately after the appearance of his fi rst book of tales for children “Even-
tyr, fortalt for Børn. Første Samling” (Copenhagen, 1835). In 1870ies, in 
Georgia appeared the fi rst translations of some Andersen’s stories. 
In the late 19th century, in Georgian periodicals, journals for chil-
dren and small booklets were printed foreign fairy tales translated 
from German, French, English and Russian languages: folktales and 
legends of the world, tales from “The Thousand and One Nights”, 
fairy tales from the “Children’s and Household Tales” by Grimm 
Brothers, and stories by Hans Christian Andersen too. In journals 
for children appeared selected fairy tales by Andersen as well as bio-
graphical notes about him. 

The paper deals with unpublished Georgian translation in the 
1870ies. In chronological order, the unknown manuscript was creat-
ed earlier than the published translations of Andersen’s fairy tales by 
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well-known Georgian writers (Nino Nakashidze, Anastasia Tuman-
ishvili-Tsereteli, Tedo Sakhokia, Dimitri Nakhutsrishvili, Samson 
Gongadze etc.). The manuscript belongs to the folklore collection 
of the Society for the Spreading of Literacy among Georgians. “The 
Nightingale” and “The Snow Queen” are Andersen’s most highly 
acclaimed fairy tales. They are regularly included in selected tales of 
his work and frequently reprinted in illustrated storybook editions 
for children. The unknown Georgian text includes the translations 
these fairy tales.

giorgi gociriZe

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis                                                             

Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti 

mxatvruli literatura informaciuli                                       

revoluciis konteqstSi

informaciulma revoluciam sruliad Secvala sakomu-

nikacio sivrce da komunikantTa rolebrivi partitura, rac 

mxatvruli literaturis funqcionalur statusSic aisaxa.

erovnuli cnobierebis Camoyalibebis processa da 

kulturis sakvanZo Rirebulebebis damkvidrebaSi gadam-

wyvet rols inteleqtualur adresatze orientirebuli 

mxatvruli literatura TamaSobda, romelic informaci-

uli sazogadoebis Camoyalibebamde sazogadoebrivi cno-

bierebis prioritetebsa da mis sakomunikacio strategiebs 

gansazRvravda.

informaciuli sazogadoebis Camoyalibebam, romelic 

masobrivi kulturis bazaze aRmocenda, axali tipis adre-
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sati warmoSva, romlis gemovneba maskomunikaciis teqstebis 

safuZvelze Camoyalibda da mniSvnelovnad gansxvavdeboda 

mxatvruli literaturis tradiciebze gazrdil inteleq-

tualur adresatis (romelic nebismier qveyanaSi umcireso-

bas warmoadgens) gemovnebisgan.

literaturis funqcionaluri arealis Seviwroebam mas-

komunikaciis saSualebebis gaaqtiureba gamoiwvia, romleb-

mac mxatvrul literaturas faqtobrivad waarTves norma-

tiuli etalonis funqcia da saTave daudes aqsiolgiur qa-

ossa da stilur aRrevas.

sabWoTa reJimis CamoSlis Semdeg mxatvrul litera-

tura, romelic werilobiTi kulturis produqti iyo, daup-

irispirda komunikaciis zepir formas, romelic sakomunika-

cio sivrceSi „cocxali sityvis“ dabrunebasTan iyo dakav-

Sirebuli. 

Tu sabWoTa reJimis pirobebSi nebismieri sajaro gamos-

vla winaswar SeTanxmebuli unda yofiliyo Sesabamis struq-

turebTan da mkacrad kontroldeboda, Tavisufalma sity-

vam quCis mitingebidan saparlamento tribunebze gadain-

acvla da sakmaod seriozuli problemebis winaSe daayena 

qarTuli metyvelebis kultura.

mxatvruli literaturis funqcionaluri arealis ga-

farToebis saWiroebam, rac masobrivi kulturis esTeti-

kur primitivizmsa da mdare enobriv gemovnebasTan brZolis 

aucileblobiT iyo gamowveuli, literaturuli teqsti in-

ternet-sivrceSi ganaTavsa, riTac gaamartiva masze wvdoma 

da meore mxriv, axalgazrda Taobis infosferoSic moxvda.
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Giorgi Gotsiridze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Fiction In The Context of Informational Revolution

Informational revolution has completely changed communica-
tional space and communicants’s role score what immediately re-
fl ected in functional status of literature.

In a process of national consciousness formation and establish-
ing the key values of culture the crutial role was played by fi ction, 
oriented to intelectual addressee, which had defi ned priorities of so-
cial consiousness and its communicational strategies until the infor-
mational society formed.

Formation of Informational Society based on Mass Culture cre-
ated new type of addressee, whose taste was formed based on mass 
communicational texts and was signifi cantly diff erent from a taste of 
intellectual addressee, brought up on fi ction traditions (who repre-
sent minority in every country).

Narrowing of a functional area of fi ction caused the Mass Com-
munication activation, which actually deprived fi ction of the func-
tion of normative standart and established axiological chaos and 
stylistic confusion.

Fiction, after Soviet Union collapsing as a product of writing 
culture opposed the oral forms of communication which was linked 
to returning the “live word” in communicational space.

Unlike Soviet times when every public speech was coordinat-
ed with corresponding structures and was strictly controlled, free 
speech moved from street manifestations to Parliament tribune and 
caused big issues to Georgian speech culture.
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The necessity of widening functional area of fi ction which was 
caused by necessity of struggle with aesthetic primitivism and bad 
taste of Mass Culture put literary text into the internet space that 
simplifi ed the access to it and on the other hand stepped into the 
informational sphere young of generation.

daviT gociriZe

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis                                                         

Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

kulturaTSorisi komunikacia da o. baqaniZis              

samecniero skolis principebi

o. baqaniZis samecniero skolis Sefasebisas gansakuT-

rebuli mniSvneloba eniWeba kulturaTa dialogis Temas, 

romelic uaRresad aqtualuri gaxda bolo periodis msof-

lio sinamdvileSi, rasac, bunebrivia, xeli Seuwyo saerTa-

Soriso urTierTobebis arealis gafarToebam. Seicvala 

kulturaTa urTierTobis formati, saerTaSoriso asparez-

ze gamovidnen damoukidebeli qveynebi, romelTa winaSe 

dadga sruliad konkretuli amocana – Seqmnil viTarebaSi 

gaeazrebinaT sxvadasxva qveyanasTan (maT Soris, iseT qvey-

nebTan, romlebTanac aqamde Sexebis wertilebi sruliad ar 

hqoniaT) ormxrivi urTierTobis principebi.

globalur samyaroSi saqarTvelos TviTdamkvidre-

bis erT-erT aucilebel pirobas mecnierul safuZvelze 

damyarebuli kulturaTSorisi dialogis efeqturi war-

marTva warmoadgens. am dialogis procesSi ikveTeba uni-
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versaluri da specifikuri midgomebi ama Tu im movlenisa 

da eTnokulturuli Rirebulebebis mimarT, vlindeba per-

speqtiuli dapirispirebisa da TanamSromlobis sferoebi. 

interkulturuli urTierToba, romelzedac xSir SemTx-

vevaSi mSvidobiani Tanaarsebobis procesia damokidebuli, 

SeiZleba warimarTos rogorc politikur da diplomati-

ur, aseve,yofiT, pirovnul, araformalur urTierTobaTa 

doneze. 

franklin ruzveltiseuli formula: „civilizacia 

rom gadarCes, Cven unda ganvaviTaroT adamianTa urTier-

Tobebis mecniereba, yvela xalxis unari,maT Soris sru-

liad gansxvavebulis, mSvidobianad icxovros erTad erT 

miwaze“-uaRresad zustad gamoxatavs o.baqaniZis samecnie-

ro skolis mTavar princips. jer kidev meoce saukunis 70-ian 

wlebSi oTar baqaniZem zustad gansazRvra filologiuri 

mecnierebis ganviTarebis veqtori da moaxdina literatu-

rul urTierTobaTa da Targmanmcodneobis sinTezi, riTac 

gauswro kulturaTSorisi komunikaciis,rogorc axali sa-

mecniero disciplinis, Camoyalibebis periods. fridrix 

nicSescnobili gamonaTqvami: „zogierTi adamianis niWi nak-

lebad Cans vidre es sinamdvileSia, vinaidan is sakuTar Tavs 

Zalze did amocanebs usaxavs“ – zustad Seesabameba situa-

cias, romlis miRmac misma Tanamedroveebma ver SeniSnes axa-

li mimarTulebisa da samecniero skolis konturebi.

moxsenebaSi ganxilulia is specifikuri gza, romel-

mac oTar baqaniZe samecniero mimarTulebidan samecniero 

skolis Seqmnamde miiyvana.
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David Gotsiridze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University 

Intercultural communication and the principles                             
of O. Bakanidze’s scientifi c School

In the assessment of the Scientifi c School of O. Bakanidze, spe-
cial importance is att ached to the topic of cultural dialogue, which 
has become very relevant in the modern world reality, which, of 
course, contributed to the expansion of the area of international com-
munication. The format of cultural relations has changed, and inde-
pendent countries have appeared on the international scene, which 
face a very specifi c task – to understand the principles of bilateral re-
lations with diff erent countries (including countries with which they 
previously had no points of contact) in the modern world.

One of the most important conditions for Georgia’s self-asser-
tion in the global world is the establishment of an eff ective scien-
tifi cally based intercultural dialogue. In the process of this dialogue, 
universal and specifi c approaches to a particular event and ethno-
cultural values are identifi ed, areas of promising confrontation and 
cooperation are identifi ed. Cross-cultural relations, on which the 
process of peaceful coexistence often depends, can take place both 
at the level of political and diplomatic relations, and at the level of 
personal, informal relations.

The formula of Franklin Roosevelt: “If civilization is to survive, 
we must cultivate the science of human relationships – the ability of 
all peoples, of all kinds, to live together, in the same world at peace“ 
– very accurately expresses the main principle of the scientifi c school 
of O. Bakanidze.
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Back in the 70s of the twentieth century, Otar Bakanidze precise-
ly defi ned the vector of development of philological science and syn-
thesized two directions – the theory of literary relations and trans-
lation studies, anticipating the period of formation of intercultural 
communication as a new scientifi c discipline. The famous statement 
of Friedrich Nietz sche: “ Some people appear to be more meager in 
talent than they are, just because the tasks they set themselves are 
always too great” – quite corresponds to the situation in which his 
contemporaries did not notice the contours of a new direction and a 
new scientifi c school.

The report discusses the specifi c path that led Otar Bakanidze 
from the scientifi c direction to the creation of a scientifi c school.

zurab gociriZe 

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis                                                                 

Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

postmodernizmi da masobrivi komunikacia

21-e saukunis dasawyisSi masobrivi informaciis sfer-

oSi arsebuli aqsiologiuri qaosis Teoriuli gaazrebis 

mcdelobebi postmodernistul paradigmas ukavSirdeba, 

Tumca, am ukanasknelis tipologiuri mravalferovnebis 

gamo, aRniSnuli movlenis erTmniSvnelovani interpreta-

cia ver moxerxda, radgan sakmaod araerTgvarovan aqsiolo-

giur principebs efuZneboda.

gansxvavebiT filosofiisgan, sadac postmodernizmma 

filosofiuri sistemis statusi ver daimkvidra, xelovne-
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basa da literaturaSi man didi aRiareba moipova da mniS-

vnelovani rolic iTamaSa. postmodernizmis fenomeni daka-

vSirebulia kulturis sxvadasxva sferosTan (filosofia-

sTan, mxatvrul literaturasTan, ferwerasTan, TeatrTan 

da sxv.) da am dargebSi gansxvavebuli saxiT manifestirdeba.

postmodernistuli cnobierebis zegavlena mediaze 

(kerZod qarTul mediaze) specifikuri saxiT vlindeba, rac 

Tavs iCens rogorc mediateqstis struqturul-funqcio-

nalur modifikaciaSi, aseve moralur-eTikuri principebis 

transformaciaSi.

Tanamedrove maskomunikaciis fenomenis gaazrebisTvis 

Zalze mniSvnelovania misi kavSiri postmodernistul kon-

cefciasTan, romelic gasuli saukunis pirvel naxevarSi 

dominantur rols TamaSobda dasavleTis kulturaSi, xolo 

qarTul cnobierebasTan mimarTebaSi gasuli saukunis 90-ian 

wlebSi xdeba aqtualuri. am droisTvis dasavlur postmod-

ernizms ukve dakarguli hqonda Tavdapirveli avangardis-

tuli paTosi da konceftualuri krizisis mdgomareobaSi 

imyofeboda. rac Seexeba postsabWoTa saqarTvelos, CvenTan 

postmodernistuli situacia gagebuli iqna rogorc Tavi-

suflebis realizaciis erTgvari SesaZlebloba.

„postmodernistuli mgrZnobelobis“ safuZvels lit-

eraturisa da xelovnebis sfero warmoadgens, Tumca gan-

sakuTrebul aqtualobas es fenomeni mediis sferoSi am-

JRavnebs. 

postmodernistuli cnobierebiT determinirebuli 

problemebi zegavlenas axdens Tanamedrove qarTuli mas-

mediis statusze da Semdegi saxiT warmoCndeba : a) alter-

natiuli mediis funqcionaluri potencialis gaZliereba; 
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transnacionaluri mediainstitutebis eqspansia; demokra-

tiuli procesebis tradiciis wyvetiloba qarTul mediaSi. 

postmodernistul qaosis Tavisebur gamovlinebad unda 

miviCnioT tradiciuli da alternatiuli cifruli mediis 

opozicia, ramac mniSvnelovnad Secvala medialandSafti 

da mediakomunikaciis semiotikuri faqtura; principulia 

tradiciuli sagazeTo (e.w. qaRaldis) versiisa da alter-

natiuli eleqtronuli faqturis dapirispireba da hiper-

teqstuli kombinirebuli sakomunikacio faqturis damkvi-

dreba: warmoiqmna Jurnalistis- mediologisa da blogeris 

funqcionaluri opozicia; axali teqnologiebis daxmare-

biT daiwyo tradiciuli teqstis meToduri Canacvleba hip-

erteqstiT, romelic zemoqmedebis ramdenime arxis erT-

drouli gamoyenebis saSualebas iZleva. 

Zurab Gotsiridze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University 

Postmodernism and Mass communication

Theoretical conceptualization att empts existed in axiological 
chaos of Mass information sphere at the beginning of the 21th cen-
tury are linked to postmodern paradigm, though because of its ty-
pological diversity based on very inhomogeneous axiological prin-
ciples have not been reached clear, ambiguous interpretation of this 
phenomenon. 

Unlike philosophy where postmodernism failed to reach philo-
sophic system status postmodernism has been widely recognised in 
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arts and literature where it played signifi cant role The phenomenon 
of postmodernism is linked with diff erent spheres of culture (phi-
losophy, fi ction, painting, theatre etc.) and manifests in a diff erent 
way in these fi elds. 

Infl uence of postmodern perception to Media (to Georgian Me-
dia in particular) is shown quite specifi cally, what manifests both in 
structural-functional modifi cation of Mediatext and in transforma-
tion of moral and ethic principles. 

When analizing modern phenomenon of the Mass Communi-
cation itis signifi cantly important to consider its connection with 
postmodern conception, which used to play dominant role in the 
early 20th century,but it became relevant for Georgian perceptionin 
1990s. By that time western post-modernism had already lost its ini-
tial avant-garde enthusiasm and was in deep conceptual crisis. As 
for Post-Soviet Georgia, postmodern situation has been conceived as 
a way of freedom realization. 

The basis of “Postmodern sensitivity” are art and fi ction fi elds 
but this phenomenon manifests special relevance in Media fi eld. 

The problems determined by postmodern perception aff ects 
modern Georgian Mass Media status and appears in the following 
ways: a) enforcement of functional potencial of alternatie Media;the 
expansion of transnational media institutes; pause of democratic 
processes tradion in Georgian Media. We can consider opposition 
of traditional and alternative digital Medias as a manifestation of 
postmodern chaos. This immensely changed Media landscape and 
semiotic shape of Media communication; The confrontation between 
traditional (paper) and alternate electronic versions and establish-
ment of combined hypertext communicational shape is fundamen-
tal: journalist-media and blogger functional opposition has formed; 
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the replacement of traditional text with hypertext has started with 
the help of new technologies, which has ability to infl uence by using 
several channels simultaneously. 

Lyudmyla Hrytsyk

Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv

The school of Otar Bakanidze

The positivist phase of comparative literature. Is everything 
here with a “minus” sign: for or against. Intellectual and institution-
al changes in Ukrainian-Georgian literary-scientifi c relations in the 
late twentieth and early twentieth centuries.

Transformation of a positivist phase of comparative literature. 
Academic and scientifi c directions: the ideology of inclusion of the 
Other in them: “comparative literature has an inner form and con-
tent that, for S.T. de Zepetnek, facilitates the intercultural and inter-
ethnic study of literature”.

Types and forms of contacts in a globalized world. Risk factors 
and possibilities of realization of the acquired knowledge. Personali-
ties. Professor O.A. Bakanidze in the Ukrainian-Georgian dialogue 
of cultures.

Vectors and dimensions of Ukrainian-Georgian scientifi c and 
cultural contacts. The mission of literary translation (bilingual 
books, the anthology “Shistdesyatnyky”, translation by A. Asatiani, 
R. Khvedelidze). From contact to comparative-typological studies: 
peculiarities of postcolonial narration: forms and methods (studies 
by I. Mchedeladze, N. Naskidashvili, S. Chkhatarashvili).
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The functionality of the Georgian-Ukrainian scientifi c discourse 
(problems of imagology, mental constructs of the Self and the Other, 
the “gap between language and nationality”, etc.) (on the material 
of the scientifi c works of professor O.A. Bakanidze and his school).

Tetyana Dagovych 

University of Münster

Literature as Argument: Narrative Structures and                         
Literary Devices in P. A. Aleksandrov´s Speech in                    

Defense of Vera Zasulič

In his work ‘The Rhetoric of Fiction’, Wayne C. Booth was one of 
the fi rst who drew att ention to the rhetorical power of literary devic-
es in the sixties of the 20th century. However, this power was already 
recognized and the tools widely employed in the 19th century by 
Russian lawyers, who often designed their speeches as short stories 
or novels. These speeches use the plot, focalization, introspection, 
mimesis, and artistic language. The jury trial, which was introduced 
1864, contributed to the exploitation of storytelling in the courtroom 
because of the lack of legal training by the jurors, who were often 
more receptive for a story then for the legal argumentation. P. A. 
Aleksandrov´s speech in defense of the terrorist Vera Zasulič, who 
had severely injured an offi  cial, is an example of a brilliant applica-
tion of narrative techniques, structures, and devices with a juridical 
goal. The jury found Zasulič non-guilty.
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Ana Dugandžić

University of Zagreb

International cooperation as an important element of                 
improving the educational process and scientifi c work 

(experience of the Department of Ukrainian Language                     
and Literature in Zagreb)

The report presents international cooperation and new perspec-
tives in the contemporary context of the Department of Ukrainian 
Language and Literature at the University of Zagreb. We briefl y out-
line the history of the development of Ukrainian studies in Croatia 
at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences of the University of 
Zagreb, one of the oldest and largest faculties in the country and in 
South-eastern Europe. We present the development of the Depart-
ment, the most important teachers in its history, as well as impor-
tant publications, dictionaries, textbooks, translations of Ukrainian 
literature prepared by the teachers of the Department. The current 
situation is also presented: the contemporary structure of the stud-
ies, the interest of Croatian students in Ukrainian philology, the use 
of modern technologies in the educational process. We also present 
the current staff , their research interests and translation work, work 
on the promotion of Ukrainian studies in Croatia.

Emphasis is placed on the importance for the work and further 
improvement of teachers and students of agreements on interna-
tional cooperation, both those that have been implemented previ-
ously and those recently concluded, as well as the establishment of 
new international contacts. The results of previous cooperation, their 
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impact on the educational process and scientifi c work at the Depart-
ment, as well as the planned results in the future are presented. In 
addition to previously concluded agreements on bilateral coopera-
tion with educational and scientifi c institutions of diff erent coun-
tries, in recent years the most important for international coopera-
tion are the agreements under the Erasmus+ program. Within the 
framework of these programs the exchange of teaching experience 
is carried out, students have the opportunity to study for one semes-
ter, fi rst of all in Ukraine, as well as in universities of other coun-
tries where Ukrainian language and literature are studied. Today, 
the Department has concluded Erasmus+ agreements with many 
foreign institutions, including universities of many European Union 
countries, including Poland, Italy, Germany, Estonia, Slovenia, Aus-
tria, etc. and outside the EU under the “Erasmus+ partner countries” 
program with two universities in Ukraine: KNU Taras Shevchenko 
and LNU Ivan Franko, as well as Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State 
University in Georgia. The greatest emphasis is placed on expand-
ing contacts with Ukrainian studies in the world, in particular on 
the above-mentioned new cooperation with Ukrainian studies at the 
University of Tbilisi as the newest partner. In addition to this pro-
gram, we hope to implement other forms of cooperation, such as 
joint projects, research and publications.

In addition, the directions of new research and new ways of de-
veloping Ukrainian studies in modern conditions are off ered, as well 
as possible results of our long-awaited cooperation.
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ferdinanad brunetieris naSromis „evolucia 

saliriko poeziisa safrangeTSi XIX saukuneSi“ 

kita abaSiZiseuli Targmani

1919 wels quTaisSi daistamba f. brunetieris naSromis 

„evolucia saliriko poeziisa safrangeTSi“ k. abaSiZiseuli 

Targmani. naSromis SesavalSi k. abaSiZe wers: „im TxzulebaSi 

ki, romlis Sinaarssac exla vuambobT mkiTxvelebs, avtori 

gvixatavs saliriko poeziis evolucias. aq gviCvenebs igi 

magaliTs im movlenisas, Tu erTi forma (saeklesio mWerm-

etyveleba) rogor gardaicvleba meore monaTesave formad 

(saliriko poeziad) (k. abaSiZe). XIX saukunis romantikuli 

poeziis forma ki iyo lirika.

saliriko poeziis pirvel warmomadgnelad f. brune-

tiers Jan-Jak ruso miaCnia. naSromSi f. brunetieri SeniS-

navs, rom revoluciurma Zvrebma biZgi misca mis nawerebSi 

lirikis kvalis gaCenas. „eloizaSi“ hxedavT saliriko le-

qsebs, romlebic prozad aris dawerili, Tavis „aRsarebaSi“ 

igi namdvilad lirikosia“ (f. brunetieri). SromaSi brune-

tieri saubrobs rusos mimdevarTa bernared desen-pieris, 

lamartinis, hiugos, Satobrianis Sesaxeb. exeba alfred de 

miuses poeziasac.

1850-1860 wlebis franguli literaturuli procesis 

ganxilvisas aRniSnavs, rom am periodSi naturalizmi dam-

kvidrda, balzakma da Jor sandma lirizmi gandevnes Tavisi 

romanebidan. siulipriudomi da fransua kope ki natural-
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isturi skolis ukanasknel warmomadgenlebad miaCnia. Teo-

riulad msjelobs simbolizmzec.

TargmanSi k. abaSiZe cdilobs qarTuli literatura 

daukavSiros evropuls, es SeiniSneba gansakuTrebiT maSin, 

rodesac f. brunetieri franguli romantikuli skolis mim-

devrebze saubrobs. sazogadod cnobilia, rom rodesac k. 

abaSiZe „etiudebs“ werda, eyrdnoboda f. brunetieris naS-

roms „gvarTa evolucia literaturis istoriaSi“. Segvi-

Zlia vTqvaT, igi aseve iyenebda aRniSnul naSromsac, kerZod: 

„evolucia saliriko poeziisa safrangeTSi XIX saukuneSi“.

k. abaSiZis Targmanebma didi roli Seasrules qarTuli 

saliteraturo azrovnebis ganviTarebis istoriaSi.

Eka Vardoshvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Translation by K. Abashidze of the work of French critic 
F. Brunetiere “Evolution of lyrical poetry in France in the 

XIX century”

In 1919, the translation by K. Abashidze of the work of French 
Critic F. Brunetiere “Evolution of lyrical poetry in France in the XIX 
century” was published. In the introduction of the work K. Abashid-
ze writes: “In the works, the contents of which we will now tell the 
readers, the author expresses evolution of the lyrical poetry. He 
shows us the example of the event, how one form (ecclesiastical elo-
quence) changes into another related form (lyrical poetry).

The form of romantic poetry in the XIX century was lyricism.
F. Brunetiere considers Jean-Jacques Rousseau as the fi rst repre-

sentative of the lyric poetry. 
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In his works, F. Brunetiere notes that revolutionary changes 
have given rise to lyricism in his writings. In “Heloise” we see lyrical 
poems writt en in prose, in his “confession” he is a real lyricist” (F. 
Brunetiere speaks in his work about the followers of Rousseau: Ber-
nardin de Saint-Pierre, Lamartine, Hugo, Chateaubriand. He men-
tions poetry of Alfred de Musset, too.

In reviewing French literary process of the years 1850-1860, he 
notes that Naturalism was established in this period, Balzac and 
George Sand expelled lyricism from their novels. He considers Sully-
Prudhomme and Jean-François Copé to be the last representatives of 
naturalist school. He discusses symbolism theoretically as well.

In his translation K. Abashidze tries to connect Georgian litera-
ture with European literature, this is especially noticeable when F. 
Brunetiere talks about the followers of the French Romantic School.

It is well known that when K. Abashidze wrote „Etudes”, relied 
on F. Brunetiere’s work “Évolution des Genres dans l’Histoire de 
la Litt érature”. We may say that he also used the mentioned work, 
namely: “Evolution of lyrical poetry in France in the XIX century”.

The translations of K. Abashidze played a great role in the de-
velopment of the history of Georgian literary thinking.

Yuliia Vyshnytska

Borys Grinchenko Kyiv University

Figurative and motive coordinates of identity in a novel 
“Tango of Death” by Yuri Vynnychuk

The leitmotif of the “tango of death” is pushed by the text in 
the title of Yuri Vynnychuk’s novel with the theme of the Arkanum 
“Book of Death”, which plays the role of a guide to the past and 
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future, connecting diff erent spaces: ancient Arkanum, World War II, 
(post)colonial Ukraine. Chronotopes are intertwined, in particular, 
with the image of the Text, for the decoding of which a triple cipher 
is used – alphanumeric, which is subordinated to the goal – to re-
member. The concept of memory is refl ected in the fi gurative domi-
nants of the text: the mythologies of the library, books, mirrors.

The book collection embodies an infi nite movement, which, to 
some extent, cancels the semantics of statics, conservatism, inher-
ent in a sealed space-archive. The movement of the arrow in search 
of the manuscript turns into a wandering-search, a journey-quest 
through the maze. The labyrinthine movement-advancement-wan-
dering between the shelves with manuscripts is like immersion in 
the afterlife, falling into the trap of time. Staying in a chthonic book 
collection is perceived as a journey in search of “blood”-memory, 
“blood”-revelation. The search for “blood” (= memory, immortality) 
closes with the motif of a continuous search for a lost word, which 
projects the motif of the circle realized in the text of the novel in the 
image of the Market. Linguistic riddles enhance the semantics of the 
quest. The search for books also outlines the syndochodical model of 
the chronotope: in contrast to the chthonic mythology of the book-
store, the book is a space-time of living nature. Both models — syn-
ecdochic (book, page) and metonymic (book collection) are united 
by the dominance of water (rain, sea).

The semantics of search, movement, quest, riddle, uncertainty 
accumulates in the image of a book-train-ghost-train, “where the 
shelves are cars carrying many long-dead authors… They are num-
bered as cars, and each shelf is a separate compartment” [1, p. 171]. 
The object of the technogenic world in the world of antifactual, un-
real existence loses its contours and turns into a mysterious ghost, 
emerging from the afterlife with horror and despair of those who 
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have crossed the boundaries of space and time for a moment. The 
book collection is both a chronotope of living nature and a chrono-
tope of chthonic creatures, where something was constantly rustling, 
rustling, stomping, hissing, squeaking, splashing. Colorative mark-
ers of chthonic chronotope are darkness (“black density”), fog. The 
anti-factual world, fi lled with strange creatures, eerie sounds and 
sights, is a paradise for Ms. Konopelka’s fi ancé – the world of the 
seabed (a blanket made of seagulls, a bed of dried algae, the color 
and intoxicating scents of Asturias of Mytilene). The combination of 
books and the sea creates a “special microclimate” where everything 
comes to life. The bookstore is transformed into an anime-animation 
world (with wild books and meat-eating plants), characterized by 
the personifi cation of att ributes and objects of culture and science. 

The search for the manuscript becomes a kind of initiation for 
the participants of the quest: they are looking for a native soul to 
regain their memory. The initiation quest consisted for its partici-
pants not only in fi nding books with a cipher, but also in fi nding 
and solving this cipher, which means going back to the beginning: 
remembering and reading the beacon signs. Trance as a form of 
cognition of sources, return to the beginning, connection with the 
invisible and unknown is duplicated by several options: music “to 
facilitate the recognition of signs” [1, p. 254] by Australian composer; 
dervish dance (sound and rhythmic growth, circle, movement like 
whirling, rocking movements, feeling of fl ight, lightness); reading 
Lucilia’s poems “Spring Leaves to Ilayala” (such markers of sugges-
tion as sounds, touches, a state of half-sleep-half-sleep, rocking are 
sacralized). The trance and the image of the shadow of the poppies 
thus explained are markers of the oneiric chronotope of the afterlife, 
the meeting after death. Poppy fl owers are messengers of the after-
life, mediators between the worlds of the living and the dead, bridg-
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es between lives, a protection against evil forces. Also, poppies are 
markers of diff erent chronotopes: the real existence of the old mae-
stro Mulker (he talks to poppies), book collections (in Kalkbrenner’s 
manuscript, in Yosk’s song about the shadow of poppies, in mythos 
that “exfoliate our lost memory” [1, p. 104] and so on.

The level of chronotopes is also explained by the mythology 
of the mirror. De Selby’s system of parallel mirrors is an infi nity of 
refl ected faces, and this infi nity is centered in the starting point, to 
which time returns, to the point of the past, to the “cradle” [1, p. 
148]. The device of the scientist serves that everyone could look in 
the youth and in the future at the same time (vectors look in opposite 
directions of a mirror with an echo-echo) and so to try to fi nd itself.

1.  Vynnychuk Yu. Tanho smerti: roman / Yurii Vynnychuk; khu dozh.-
oformliuvach O.M. Ivanova. – Kharkiv: Folio, 2015. – 379 s.

darejan TvalTvaZe
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parateqstebi oTxTavis Zvel qarTul                               

xelnawerebSi

struqturulad oTxTavis xelnaweri wigni krebuls war-

moadgens, romelic Tavdapirvelad mxolod oTxi saxarebis 

teqsts aerTianebda. teqsts maTi avtori maxareblebis saxe-

lis garda, araferi erTvoda da is Tavebad da muxlebad day-

ofili ar iyo. droTa ganmavlobaSi praqtikulma saWiroebam, 

sasurvel adgilTa advilad moZebnisa da kiTxvis procesis 

gaiolebaze zrunvam, teqstis sxvadasxva niSniT segmentacia 
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da „mkiTxvelis damxmare“ sxvadasxva daniSnulebis saZie-

blebis Sedgena ganapiroba. saxarebis teqstisTvis Sedgeni-

li amgvari parateqstebi maleve iqca oTxTavis, rogorc kre-

bulis ganuyofel nawilad. uZvelesi berZnuli xelnaweri, 

romelSic saxarebis teqsti amoniosaleqsandielis (III s.) 

sistemis mixedviT mcire nawilebad aris dayofili, IV sauku-

nis vatikanis kodeqsia. aseve adreuli periodidan dastur-

deba oTxTavis teqstis harmonizaciis mizniT paralelur 

pasaJTa saZieblad IV saukuneSi evsebi kesarielis mier Sed-

genili tabula-cxrilebi („aTi kanoni“) da misi gamoyenebi-

sTvis dawerili ganmarteba („evsebis epistole karpines 

mimarT“), romlebic Cveulebriv wignis dasawyisSi ikaveben 

adgils da xelnaweris ZiriTadi teqstisagan vizualuradac 

gamoirCevian (dawerilia gansxvavebuli SriftiT, gansxvave-

buli feris melniT da/an Cawerilia TaRovan dekoratiul 

CarCoebSi). qarTul samwignobro tradiciaSi xelnawerisT-

vis win darTul evsebis kanonebs „kamarebis” saxeliT moix-

senieben, xolo xelnaweris gverdis qveda aSiaze (sqolioSi) 

ganTavsebul mis mokle variants, romelic konkretulad 

am gverdze moTavsebuli saxarebis teqstis Tematur sa-

Tanxmebels (saZiebels) warmoadgens, Zvelad „ganTesulni“ 

erqva.amonios seqciebis paralelurad xelnawerSi Cndeba 

teqstis kideebze miwerili evsebis kanonis rigiTi nomris 

aRmniSvneli grafikuli niSnebi, e. w. capitulaparallela. mogvi-

anebiT ki saxarebis teqstis ufro vrcel Tematur epizo-

debad dayofis safuZvelze dgeba da oTxTavis xelnawerebs 

erTvis Tavebis sia („Tavebi saxarebisani“/„zanduki“) da/an 

iesos mier Cadenil saswaulTa CamonaTvali („saswaulni“ /

„kurnebani“). TiToeul saxarebas boloSi erTvis mcire uw-

yeba saxarebebis avtoris, daweris drois da adgilis Sesaxeb, 

zogjer saxarebis Tavebisa da muxlTa raodenobis miTiTe-
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biT. RvTismsaxurebis dros liturgikuli kalendris mixed-

viT saxarebidan Sesabamisi monakveTebis wakiTxvis praqtikam 

moiTxova misi teqstis am niSniT dayofa da Sesabamisi saZie-

blebis Sedgena, romelic aseve oTxTavis Tanmxleb teqstad 

iqca („saZiebeli saweliwdosakiTxavTaÁ“/“wesi da gangebaÁ“).

oTxTavis teqstis Tanxlebi „damxmare teqstebi“ mkiTx-

vels oTxTavis vrcel teqstSi „navigaciaSi“ exmareboda. 

gvian Suasaukuneebamde xelnawerebSi maTi sistematuri gam-

oyeneba aCvenebs, rom is moxerxebuli unda yofiliyo Zveli 

drois mkiTxvelisTvis. moxsenebaSi ganxilulia, ra viTa-

reba gvaqvs am mxriv oTxTavis Zvel qarTul xelnawerebSi; 

ramdenad erTgvarovania suraTi winaaTonuri da postaTon-

uri periodis xelnawerebis mixedviT da ra saxis gansxvave-

bebi SeiniSneba maTSi; gansxvavdebian Tu ara redaqciulad 

gansxvavebuli saxarebis teqstis Semcveli xelnawerebi pa-

rateqstebis mixedviTac, ukavSirdeba Tu ara teqstis re-

daqtirebis (ZiriTadad, misi „berZulisada miyvanebis“) pro-

cesi oTxTavis, rogorc krebulis struqturis cvlileba-

sac da mis gamarTvas „berZulsa wessa zeda“.

Darejan Tvaltvadze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

The Paratexts in the Old Georgian Manuscripts                             
of the Four Gospels

Structurally, the manuscript of the Four Gospels is the collection 
that initially consisted of the texts of the four Gospels. Each text was 
accompanied only by the name of its author-evangelist and was not 
divided into chapters or verses. Gradually, the practical need (the 
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ease of fi nding desired places and the process of reading) stipulated 
the segmentation of the text by diff erent signs and the compilation 
of the “reader helper” indexes that had diff erent purposes. Such pa-
ratexts created for the text of the Gospel soon became a part of the 
collection / the Four Gospels. The oldest Greek manuscript, in which 
the text of the Gospel was divided into small parts according to the 
system of Amonnius of Alexandria (the 3rd century), was the 4th 
century Vatican Codex. Since the early period there also existed the 
Canon Tables (“Eusebian Canons”) and the explanation of their us-
age (“Lett er to Carpianus”) compiled by Eusebius of Caesarea in the 
fourth century for the purpose of searching parallel passages for the 
harmonization of the text of the Four Gospels. The Canon Tables and 
their explanation were usually presented in the beginning of the text 
and visually diff ered from the main text (writt en with diff erent font, 
with diff erent coloured ink and / or in arched decorative frames). 
In the Georgian literary tradition, Eusebian Canons att ached to the 
manuscript has been referred to as kamarebi/kamarebi. In ancient 
times, their short version placed in the bott om of the page (footnote), 
which was a thematic index of the text of the Gospel presented on 
the same page, was called ganTesulni/gantesulni. Parallel to Am-
monian sections, the so-called capitula parallela – the graphic signs 
writt en on the margins of pages and indicating the ordinal number 
of Eusebian canons – appeared in the manuscript. Later, the manu-
scripts of the Four Gospels were accompanied by the list of chapters 
and / or a list of miracles performed by Jesus created on the basis 
of the division of the text of the Gospel into the extended thematic 
episodes. Each Gospel ended with the short note about its author 
as well as the time and place of writing. Sometimes the number of 
chapters and verses was indicated. The practice of reading relevant 
passages from the Gospel according to the liturgical calendar re-
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quired the division of its text under this sign and the compilation of 
relevant indexes, which also became the accompanying part of the 
Four Gospels (“The index of the annual readings”).

The “auxiliary texts” accompanying the Four Gospels assisted 
a reader in “navigating” the extended version of the Gospels. Their 
systematic usage in manuscripts until the late Middle Ages shows 
that it might be convenient for readers of ancient times. The paper 
discusses the old Georgian manuscripts of the Four Gospels and 
considers the following issues: How homogeneous were the man-
uscripts of the pre-Athenian and post-Athenian periods and what 
kind of diff erences were observed in them? Did the paratexts of the 
manuscripts containing the texts of the Gospels of various redactions 
diff er? Was the process of editing (mainly, “making like Greek”) re-
lated to the change of the structure of the Four Gospels and its adap-
tation to “the Greek rule”?

Katarzyna Jakubowska-Krawczyk

University of Warsaw

Svitlana Romaniuk

University of Warsaw

Ukrainian perception of Szymborska’s poems:                                
a case study

Wisława Szymborska, the Polish poet who received the Nobel 
prize in literature in 1996, has seen her poems translated into sev-
eral foreign languages. In our presentation we will focus on the per-
ception of her works in Ukraine. We will analyse the dual-language 
volume Perhaps all this consisting of Szymborska’s selected poems 
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from the years 1952-2005. The leitmotif is the liquidity of human ex-
istence.

The publication is an example of linguistic and visual adapta-
tion of the poetess’ work to Ukrainian culture. The poems have been 
translated into Ukrainian by Andrij Sawranec’, whereas Romana 
Romanyshyn i Andrij Lesiv took up a dialog with Szymborska’s 
poetry using their illustrations. In our presentation we will analyse 
two aspects: the richness and diversity of translating options and 
the graphics. For a reader who is familiar with Szymborska’s work, 
it is interesting to look at the selection, especially because the poet 
herself believed that the author should be evaluated together with 
his or her works. 

The translator tried to stay true to the original. The graphics 
made an experiment of sorts, trying to represent the word of Szym-
borska’s poetry using a limited number of colours and expressive 
lines, creating newer shapes, they discuss poets’ search, surprises 
and discoveries. 

Natalia Likhomanova

Borys Hrinchenko Kyiv University

Memory, recollection and national identity inWhite 
Teeth novel by Zadie Smith

The research’s topic is a problem of artistic capture of a national 
identity in the context of modern multicultural identities. 

One of the ways to highlight the problem of an identity in the 
era of total globalization is the exploration of individual and collec-
tive memories constituting the basis of such an interdisciplinary area 
of modern humanities as memory studies. 
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The abstracts aims at analyzing theoretical aspects of memories’ 
structure as well as peculiarities of “communicative memory” and 
“cultural memory’s” practical functioning; in their turn, they shape 
the “collective historical memory”, promoting realization of the na-
tional identity.

The fundamental works by E. Smith on the problems of national 
identity as a cultural phenomenon, as well as those by J. Assman 
and A. Assman on the issues of studying the forms and transforma-
tions of cultural memory constitute the methodological basis of this 
research.

Analysing the narrative peculiarities of White Teeth, the novel 
by Zadie Smith, a modern British writer, the article’s author demon-
strates a practical application of methodological tools to study mem-
ory and reminiscences, contributing to the formation of the national 
identity of the characters.

The results of the research are demonstrated via theoretical and 
practical analysis of the examples how factual history is being trans-
formed into individual and mythologized one. The novel presents 
three family narratives, manifested through the lens of objective 
facts (documents, lett ers, photographs, scientifi c researches, articles 
in newspapers) as well as subjective narration (legends, reminiscenc-
es, refl ections, memory aberrations). The analysis of Z. Smith’s novel 
confi rm the fact that distance in time of the fi xed history does not 
diminish its signifi cance for the cultural memory, because it shapes 
the historical memory.

The practical signifi cance of the research lies in highlighting 
the peculiarities of manifestation of family and individual memory 
within the context of preserving collective historical memory, and 
the personal cultural, and national identity.
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kaxaber loria

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis                                                         

Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

Cingiz aitmatovis romanis (`saqondaqre~)                         

zogierTi aspeqtis gaazrebisaTvis

SeiZleba, sruliad darwmunebiT iTqvas, rom Cingiz ait-

matovi (1928-2008) erT-erTi udidesi sabWoTa mweralia. 

igi, imavdroulad, meoce saukunis meore naxevris msoflio 

literaturis erT-erTi uTvalsaCinoesi warmomadgenel-

ic aris. aitmatovi werda yirgizul da rusul enebze. misi 

nawarmoebebi ki msoflios xalxTa 170-mde enazea Targm-

nili. sabWoTa periodSi Cingiz aitmatovs mieniWa leninis 

premia da misi Semoqmedeba samgzis aRiniSna ssrk-s saxelm-

wifo premiiTac. did mwerals, agreTve, miniWebuli aqvs 

mravali prestiJuli saerTaSoriso jildo. 2008 wels mw-

erali waradgines nobelis premiazec, romlis miRebis didi 

Sansi hqonda, magram, samwuxarod, imave wlis ivnisSi Cingiz 

aitmatovi gardaicvala. 

romani „saqondaqre“, igive “sajalaTo kunZi”, Cingiz 

aitmatovis erT-erTi yvelaze gamorCeuli nawarmoebia. Tx-

zuleba pirvelad 1986 wels gamoqveynda rusulenovan Jur-

nalSi „novi mir“ da maSinve miipyro rogorc specialistTa, 

ise farTo mkiTxveli sazogadoebis yuradReba. „saqondaqre“ 

sakmaod rTuli, mravalganzomilebiani nawarmoebia. miuxe-

davad imisa, rom Cingiz aitmatovi arasodes yofila dis-

identi am sityvis klasikuri gagebiT da, garkveulwilad, 

sabWoTa nomenklaturis warmomadgenladac ki aRiqmebo-

da, is arasodes erideboda mZafr socialur problemebs, 
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romelTac iSviaTi mxatvruli ZaliT aaSkaravebda da Semoq-

medebiTad aanalizebda. am mxriv, romanSi „saqondaqre“ mTe-

li simwvaviTaa warmoCenili Tanamedroveobis iseTi saSine-

li seni, rogoricaa narkomania da misi farTod gavrceleba.  

SeiZleba dRevandeli gadasaxedidan aw ukve naklebad aq-

tualuria, Tumca mwerlisdroindeli socialuri sinamd-

vilis problemuri mxareebis gamovlinebad unda CaiTvalos 

agreTve is polemikac, romelic calkeul personaJTa So-

ris imarTeba saxalxo meurneobis e.w. socialisturi wesis 

Taobazec. am TvalsazrisiT avtori aSkarad uaryofiTadaa 

ganwyobili tradiciuli komunisturi ideologiuri kli-

Seebis vulgaruli gamoyenebis mimarT. romanSi ganxilulia 

avtoriseuli epoqis sxva saWirboroto socialuri sakiTxe-

bic, magram, mTlianobaSi, sazogadoebrivi problematika am 

romanis mniSvnelovan mxares mxolod imdenad warmoadgens, 

ramdenadac is gacilebiT farTomasStabian, SeiZleba iTq-

vas, globalur da erTgvarad universalur sakiTxebTanaa 

ostaturad gadajaWvuli.

romani „saqondaqre“ (`sajalaTo kunZi~), rogorc uaR-

resad maRalmxatvruli nawarmoebi, bunebrivia, ar iZleva 

raime xasiaTis sqematur rCevebsa Tu Segonebebs. Txzule-

baSi dasmuli da SemoqmedebiTad damuSavebulia ekologi-

uri, eTikuri, filosofiuri, religiuri da sxva xasiaTis 

urTulesi sakiTxebi. savaraudo moaxloeba globaluri 

katastrofisa, romelic kacobriobam Tavis Tavs SeiZleba 

daatexos, rogorc bunebisa da sacxovrebeli garemos an-

gariSmiucemeli gaCanagebis, ise Tundac birTvuli iaraRiT 

dapirispirebis saxiT, aseve originaluradaa danaxuli da 

gasigrZeganebuli filosofiur da, garkveulwilad, relig-

iur WrilSic ki. uaRresad gabeduli da mxatvrulad STam-
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beWdavia qristesa da pilates figurebis aitmatoviseuli 

gaazrebac. aitmatovis am SesaniSnav nawarmoebSi Znelia ip-

ovo raime saxis pirdapiri pasuxi avtoris mier dasmul um-

wvaves problemebze, magram am romans uTuod aqvs erTgvari 

„Sokuri Terapiis“ efeqti. mwerali Tavisi mxatvruli da 

SemecnebiTi SesaZleblobebis farglebSi yvelanairad cdi-

lobs, gamoafxizlos tragikuli aRsasrulisaken swrafi 

nabijiT mimavali kacobrioba.

Kakhaber Loria

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Comprehending Some Aspects of Chinghiz Aitmatov’s 
The Place of the Skull

It can be said with certainty that Chinghiz Aitmatov (1928-2008) 
is one of the greatest Soviet writers. At the same time, he is regarded 
as one of the most outstanding representatives of the world litera-
ture of the second half of the twentieth Century. Aitmatov wrote 
in both Kyrgyz and Russian. His works were translated into about 
170 languages of the world. During the Soviet period, was awarded 
the Lenin Prize and he was also awarded the USSR State Prize three 
times. This great writer was honored with many prestigious inter-
national awards too. In 2008, Chinghiz Aitmatov was nominated for 
the Nobel Prize and he had a great chance of gett ing it, but unfortu-
nately in June of the same year, he died. 

The novel “The Place of the Skull,” also known as “The Scaf-
fold,” is one of the most prominent works of Chinghiz Aitmatov. It 
was fi rst published in the Russian-language magazine “Novy Mir” 
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and immediately att racted the att ention of both specialists and a 
wide range of readers. “The Place of the Skull” is a rather complex, 
multidimensional work. Even though Chinghiz Aitmatov was never 
a dissident in the classical sense of the word and to some extent, even 
referred to as a representative of the Soviet nomenclature, he never 
shied away from disclosing acute social problems which he did in 
a very rare artistic way and analyzed creatively. In this regard, the 
novel “The Place of the Skull” acutely depicts the very painful and 
widespread problem of modern society – drug addiction. 

From today’s point of view, the problem mentioned beneath is 
less relevant. However, the controversy over the so-called socialist 
rule of USSR national economy between the individual characters 
should be considered as a manifestation of the problematic aspects 
of the social reality by that time. In this respect, the author clearly has 
a negative att itude towards the vulgar use of traditional communist 
ideological clichés. The novel discusses other crucial social issues of 
those days. However, all in all social problems are an important as-
pect of this work only as it is adroitly intertwined with much larger, 
arguably global, and somehow universal issues. 

It goes without saying that as a highly artistic work, the novel 
“The Place of the Skull” does not give any schematic advice or exhor-
tations. Ecological, ethical, philosophical, religious and many other 
complex issues are creatively addressed in this work. The presum-
able approach of a global catastrophe that humanity may infl ict on 
itself, both in the form of unaccountable destruction of nature and 
the living environment and nuclear warfare are seen and completely 
absorbed from an original philosophical and to some extent, reli-
gious perspective too. The Aitmatov understanding of the fi gures of 
Christ and Pilate is also extremely daring and artistically impressive.
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In this awesome work of Chinghiz Aitmatov, it is diffi  cult to 
fi nd any direct answer to the acute problems addressed, but it un-
doubtedly has a kind of “shock therapy” eff ect. The author, within 
the framework of his artistic and cognitive abilities tries his best to 
awaken humanity, which is moving fast towards a tragic end.

darejan menabde

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis saxelmwifo                               

universitetis SoTa rusTavelis qarTuli                                                                                                                                 

literaturis instituti

qarTuli samogzauro literaturis ucxoenovani 

Targmanebi

samogzauro literatura, Janrobrivi specifikidan 

gamomdinare, arsebiTad kulturaTa dialogis formatSi 

moiazreba. samogzauro teqstis avtori-mTxrobeli, ecnoba 

ra ucxo mxares, akeTebs Canawerebs, wers dRiurs, aRwers 

yovelive nanaxs... qarTul samogzauro literaturaSi xSi-

ria ucxo qveynebis aRwera. ganurCevlad imisa, Tu ra mizani 

hqonda avtoris mogzaurobas (wminda adgilebis moxilva, 

saerTaSoriso viTarebis garkveva, diplomatiur misiaTa 

Sesruleba, politikuri miznebi da interesebi, samxedro Tu 

savaWro saqmeebi, qarTul siZveleTa gamovlena da sxv.), mw-

erali-mogzaurebi aRwerdnen ama Tu im qveynis geografiul 

punqtebs, xalxis wes-Cveulebebs, rwmena-warmodgenebs, eT-

nografias, folklors...

zogadad samogzauro Janri is literaturuli sferoa, 

romelic kulturaTa urTierTSevsebis gziT imkvidrebs 

Tavs sxvadasxva qveynis literaturul procesebSi. aRniSnu-
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lidan gamomdinare, didi mniSvneloba aqvs samogzauro lit-

eraturis Targmnasa da popularizacias.

qarTul samogzauro teqstebSi araerTi evropuli Tu 

aRmosavluri qveynis Sesaxeb aris cnobebi Semonaxuli, ma-

gram, samwuxarod, es teqstebi ar aris Targmnili da saTa-

nadod gavrcelebuli ucxour enebze. isini ucnobia TviT 

im qveynebis mkiTxvelisTvisac ki, romelTa Sesaxebac aris 

maTSi saubari. mravalricxovani Zveli qarTuli samogzau-

ro teqstebidan Targmnilia mxolod sami Txzuleba da isic 

mxolod rusul enaze (s.-s. orbeliani, „mogzauroba evro-

paSi“ – mTargmneli f. TvalTvaZe, 1969 w.; v. orbeliani, „am-

bavni peterRofisa“ – mTargmnelebi: i. baxtaZe, n. dimitria-

di, 1985 w.; g. ratiSvili, „mciredi raime moTxroba rosiisa“ 

– mTargmnelebi: i. baxtaZe, n. dimitriadi, 1986 w.). vfiqrobT, 

es mTargmnelobiTi xarvezi unda davZlioT da Cveni mweral-

mogzaurTa teqstebi xelmiswvdomi gavxadoT araqarTveli 

mkiTxvelisTvis, rac gadaudebel amocanad gvesaxeba.

Darejan Menabde

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University                                                     
Shota Rustaveli Institute of Georgian Literature

Foreign Language Translations of Georgian                         
Travel Literature

Travel literature, proceeding from the genre specifi city, is es-
sentially interpreted in the format of the dialogue of cultures. The 
author-narrator of a travelogue, familiarizing with a foreign country, 
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is making notes, is writing a diary and is describing everything he 
sees… Georgian travel literature often contains descriptions of for-
eign countries Irrespective of the objective of the author’s journey 
(visiting holy places, fi nding out the international situation, fulfi ll-
ing of diplomatic missions, political objectives and interests, military 
and trade aff airs, bringing to light Georgian antiquities, etc.), writer-
travelers described customs and beliefs of one or another country, 
ethnography, folklore... 

Generally, the travel genre is that sphere of literature which es-
tablishes itself in literary processes of various countries by means of 
mutual supplementing of cultures. Hence, translation and promo-
tion of travel literature is of great importance.

Georgian travel texts contain information about a number of 
European and Oriental countries, but, unfortunately, these texts 
have not been translated and properly disseminated in foreign lan-
guages. They are unknown even to the readers of the countries about 
which these travelogues are writt en. Of the numerous old Georgian 
travel texts, only three have been translated and only in the Rus-
sian language (S.-S.Orbeliani, Journey to Europe – translated by 
P.Tvaltvadze, 1969; V.Orbeliani, Narratives on Peterhof – translated 
by I.Bakhtadze, N.Dimitriadi, 1985; G.Ratishvili, “A Short Narrative 
on Russia” – translated by I.Bakhtadze, N.Dimitriadi, 1986). In our 
opinion, this translation defi ciency should be overcome and the texts 
of our writer-travelers should be made available to non-Georgian 
readers, which appears to us as an urgent task.
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lado minaSvili

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis                                                                  

Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti 

nikoloz baraTaSvilis poeziis Seswavlis                      

zogi aspeqti da ilia WavWavaZe

nikoloz baraTaSvilis poeziis Seswavla saukune-naxe-

varze mets iTvlis. bevri iwereboda mis Sesaxeb da momaval-

Sic bevri daiwereba. yvela drosa da epoqas eqneba saTqmeli 

genialur poetze.

karga xania dgas gadaudebeli saWiroeba Seiqmnas naSro-

mi an naSromebi poetis Seswavlis istoriis Sesaxeb, romle-

bic siRrmiseulad da rac SeiZleba obieqturad gagviTval-

iswinebda ara marto imas, Tu vin ra Tqva axali da Rirebuli-

poetis pirovnebaze da mis literaturul memkvidreobaze, 

aramed imasac, vin ra Tqva urTierTisagan gansxvavebuli.

rac ufro vSordebiT baraTaSvilis dros, bunebrivia, 

miT ufro izrdeba interesi waruvali Rirebulebebis – 

zogaderovnulisa da zogadsakacobrios Sesaxeb nikoloz 

baraTaSvilis poeziaSi.

pirveli, vinc am aspeqtiT dasva sakiTxi da bevrsac 

fiqrobda am TvalsazrisiT, iyo ilia WavWavaZe. moxsenebaSi 

miznad visaxavT ilias naazrevze dayrdnobiT am mxriv zogi-

erTi momentis warmoCenas.
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Lado Minashvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University 

Several aspects for studying the poetry of Nikoloz 
Baratashvili and Ilia Tchavtchavadze

The study of Nikoloz Baratashvili’s poetry has been going on for 
more than a century and a half. Much has been writt en about him 
and much will be writt en in the future. Every time and epoch will 
have something to say about the genius poet. For a long time there 
was an urgent need to create a work or works on the history of the 
poet’s study that considered in depth and as objectively as possible 
not only who said what about the new and valuable poet and his 
literary heritage, but also who said what was diff erent. The more we 
distance ourselves from Baratashvili’s time, naturally, the greater the 
interest in Nikoloz Baratashvili’s poetry about eternal values – the 
universal and the universal. Ilia Chavchavadze was the fi rst to raise 
the issue with this aspect and many people thought about it. In the 
report, we aim to present some moments in this regard based on 
Ilia’s thought. 

mariam miresaSvili

soxumis saxelmwifo universiteti

saqarTvelos reprezentacia XIX saukunis                       

estonur kulturul sivrceSi

saqarTvelos reprezentacias estoneTSi XIX saukuneSi 

Caeyara safuZveli; swored am dros daibeWda pirvelad es-

tonur periodikaSi masalebi (rogorc estonur, aseve ru-
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sul da germanul enebze), romlebic acnobdnen mkiTxvelebs 

saqarTvelos, mis istoriul warsuls, qarTuli miTologi-

uri panTeonis legendebsa da Tqmulebebs („Дерптскiлисток”, 

1892, 04.01 (№1-2); “Olevik”, 1892 ( №2-4) da sxv). 

didi wvlili Seitana qarTul-estonuri kulturaTa-

Sorisi urTierTobebis ganviTarebaSi tartus (maSindeli 

derptis, mogvianebiT iurievis) universitetma, sadac qa-

rTvelebi pirvelad 1890 wlidan gamoCndnen; SemdgomSi ki, 

igi 400-mde qarTveli axalgazrdisTvis AlmaMater-i Seiqmna. 

mogvianebiT, araerTi tartus universitetis kursdamTavre-

buli qarTuli mecnierebis, literaturis, xelovnebis, ga-

naTlebis TvalsaCino moRvawed mogvevlina.

tartuSi qarTvelma studentebma Seqmnes saTvistomo, 

arCil jorjaZis saxelobis samecniero wre; periodulad 

awyobdnen „qarTul saRamoebs“, romelzec warmoadgendnen 

qarTul simRerebsa da cekvebs, „cocxal suraTebs“ (Tavad 

ase uwodebdnen) saqarTvelos istoriidan. masalebi „qarTu-

li saRamoebis“ Sesaxeb permanentulad ibeWdeboda estonur 

periodikaSi (“Postimees”, “Olevik”, “Nordlifl endike Zeitung”, 

“EestiKirjandus“...). 

XIX-XX saukuneebis mijnaze qarTul-estonuri kul-

turaTaSorisi urTierTobebis ganviTarebas xeli Seuwyves 

im pirebma, romlebic ama Tu im mizezis gamo aRmoCndnen saqa-

rTveloSi. statiaSi ganxilulia saqarTveloSi Camosuli 

estoneli klasikosebis – eduard vildesa da anton-hansen 

tamsaares – mogzauroba da STabeWdilebebi saqarTvelo-

sTan mimarTebiT.

qarTul-estonuri kulturaTaSorisi urTierTobebis 

adreuli periodis fragmentuli xasiaTis miuxedavad, igi 

mainc mniSvnelovnad gesaxeba, radgan swored man misca da-
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sabami urTierTobebis Semdgom ganviTarebas. swored ze-

moaRniSnuli avtorebis xelSewyobiT, maT mier presaSi 

gamoqveynebuli korespondenciebisa Tu piradi kavSirebis 

wyalobiT dainteresda estonuri sazogadoeba saqarTvelo-

Ti, ramac momdevno wlebSi ufro farTo xasiaTi miiRo.

Mariam Miresashvili

Sokhumi State University

Representation of Georgia in Estonia  in the XIX century

Representation of Georgia in Estonia began in the XIX century. 
It was at this time that Estonian periodicals published materials (in 
Estonian, Russian and German languages) for the fi rst time, that 
informed readers about Georgia, its history, Georgian legends and 
myths (“Дерптскi листок”, 1892, 04.01 (№1-2); Olevik, 1892 (№2-4) 
and others).

The University of Tartu (previously known as Derpt, later 
Yuriev), where Georgians fi rst appeared in 1890s, made a great con-
tribution to the development of Georgian-Estonian intercultural rela-
tions. The University of Tartu became so-called Alma Mater to about 
400 young Georgians. Later on, Tartu University graduates became 
prominent fi gures in Georgian science, literature, art and education.

Georgian students established a community at Tartu University 
called Scientifi c Circle in the name of Archil Jorjadze; they periodi-
cally organized “Georgian evenings”, where they presented Geor-
gian songs and dances, so-called “live pictures” from the history of 
Georgia. Materials about “Georgian Evenings” were often published 
in Estonian periodicals (“Postimees”, „Olevik”, “Nordlifl endike Zei-
tung”, „Eesti Kirjandus“...). 
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By the end of the XIX and at the beginning of the XX century, the 
development of Georgian-Estonian intercultural relations was facil-
itated by those public fi gures and writers, who found themselves 
in Georgia for various reasons. The article discusses the journey in 
Georgia and impressions of Estonian classics – Eduard Wilde and 
Anton-Hansen Tamsare – with regards to Georgia.

Despite the fragmented nature of early period of Georgian-
Estonian intercultural relations, it still holds importance, because it 
constituted the foundation for further development of their relation-
ship. Thanks to the support of the above-mentioned authors, their 
correspondence, which they published in the press and their per-
sonal connections, Estonian society got interested in Georgia, and 
their interest grew even more in the following years.

ivane mWedelaZe

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis                                                             

Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

postmodernizmis postsabWoTa ukrainuli                  

literaturuli modeli da postkoloniuri epoqa

postsabWoTa periodi kulturuli procesebis ganviTa-

rebis TvalsazrisiT SeiZleba gaviazroT desovietizaciisa 

da vesternizaciis/globalizaciis gamowvevebs Soris ar-

sebul cvlad paradigmaSi. aRniSnul periodSi mTeli rigi 

respublikebis kulturul procesebSi Sidakulturuli 

kanoniT gaTvaliswinebuli invariantulobiT gamoixata 

globalizebuli, postindustriuli kulturis fenomenis – 

postmodernulobis konteqsti.
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moxsenebaSi ganxilulia postmodernizmis recefcia da 

misi lokaluri invariantebi saqarTvelosa da ukrainaSi. 

mecnierTa (T. hundorova, l. griciki, n. gafrindaSvili, m. 

miresaSvili, b. wifuria, b. groisi) naSromebis Seswavlis 

safuZvelze gamovlinda, rom postmodernizmi orive qveya-

naSi xelsayreli aRmoCnda „krizisis periodis winaaRmde-

gobaTa gamosaxatad“, rom am qveynebis postmodernistuli 

gamocdileba umeteswilad aris postsabWoTa fenomeni da 

ara postindustriuli, dasavlurisgan gansxvavebiT (o. pax-

lovskaia). postmodernizmis postsabWoTa literaturuli 

modeli Sidaliteraturuli/nacionaluri konteqstebis 

gaTvaliswinebiT Taviseburi invariantulobiT gamoirCeva, 

iziarebs zogadsabWoTa realobis markerebs (avlens ms-

gavsebas rusul postmodernizmTanac). SeiZleba iTqvas, am 

saxiT garkveuwilad amravalferovnebs msoflio postmod-

ernistul istorias. 

moxsenebaSi sagangebo yuradReba eTmoba postmoder-

nuli epoqis kulturuli fenomenis – andergraundis isto-

rias. am TvalsazrisiT qarTul literaturaTmcodneobiT 

ukrainistikaSi pirveladaa Seswavlili ukrainuli ander-

graundis kultura (literaturuli ariergardi: lugosa-

dis poeturi koncefcia, „qari dasavleTidan“, „axali degen-

eracia“, „wiTeli furgoni“) da misi roli postsabWoTa kul-

turis formirebaSi. 

kvleva aCvenebs, rom postmodernizmma, rogorc axalma 

mimdinareobam, mkafiod gamoxata kulturuli reaqcia so-

crealizmis winaaRmdeg da amavdroulad gamoavlina daus-

rulebeli avangardis gagrZelebis tendenciebic. post-

modernuloba, rogorc zogadkulturuli konteqsti, ms-

gavsia orive qveynis realobaSi. igi warmoadgenda erTgvar 
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kulturul waxnags da iyo modernizmis kritikac da dasas-

rulic, socrealizmis opoziciac. me-20 saukunis 80-iani 

wlebis andergraundis kulturaSi safuZvelCayrili post-

modernistuli tendenciebi tipologiurad ukavSirdeboda 

20-30-iani wlebis avangardistul xelovnebas. amis dasturia 

alternatiuli kulturuli dajgufebebis neoavangardis-

tuli esTetika.

Ivane Mtchedeladze

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University 

Postmodernist Post Soviet Ukrainian Literature Model 
And Postcolonial Epoch

This chapter of the paper deals with the global cultural style – 
the postmodernism reception and its local invariants in Georgia and 
Ukraine. Based on the study of scholarly works (T. Hundorova, L. 
Grytsyk, N. Gaprindashvili, M. Miresashvili, B. Tsipuria, B. Groys), 
postmodernism has proved to be favourable for both countries to 
show “the resistance of the period of the crisis”, that the postmod-
ern experience of these countries is a post-Soviet phenomenon rather 
than a post-industrial one, with Western diff erences (O.Pakhlovska). 
The post-Soviet literature model of Postmodernism is distinguished 
by its own invariance, taking into consideration the inter-linguistic/
national contexts, and shares general reality markers of the Soviet 
countries (similar to the Russian postmodernism). It can be said that, 
in this way, it somewhat diversifi es the world postmodern history. 
Special att ention is paid to the history of the cultural phenomenon 
of the postmodern epoch- the underground. In this regard, we have 
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studied the unknown material in the Study of Ukraine in Georgian 
Literary Studies- underground culture in Ukraine (Literary Arier-
gard: the poetic conception of Lugosade, The Wind from the West, 
“New Degeneration”, “Red Wagon”) and its role in the formation of 
the post-soviet culture.

Postmodernism, as new aesthetics, has explicitly expressed a 
cultural reaction against socialist realism and simultaneously dem-
onstrated the trend of continuing avant-garde. Postmodernism, as a 
general cultural context, is similar regarding observation of the real-
ity of both countries: it presented was a type of cultural expression 
– the criticism as well as the end of modernism, the opposition of 
socialist realism, the 80’s of the 20th century underground trends 
were typologically associated with the avant-garde art of the 20-30’s. 
The Neo-Avant-Gardist Aesthetics is the proof of alternative cultural 
groups.

ekaterine navrozaSvili

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis                                                            

Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

„galoba galobaTa solomonis“ – poetika,                        

semantika da Targmani 

meoce saukunis 20-ian wlebSi „galoba galobaTa solo-

monis“ (wignis ebrauli saxelwodebaa šir hašširím ˀašér lišlomó, 

xolo qarTulSi damkvidrebuli tradiciuli saTauriT – 

„qeba qebaTa“) uSualod ebraulidan orjer iTargmna qar-

Tul enaze. teqstis pirveli mTargmneli gercel baazovia. 

mogvianebiT ki wigni naTan eliaSvilmac Targmna. „galoba ga-
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lobaTa solomonis“ n. eliaSviliseuli Targmani sxvadasxva 

dros Tbilissa da Tel-avivSi gamoica.

„galoba galobaTa solomonis“ poetur nawarmoebTa 

ricxvs ganekuTvneba da mravalmxrivaa saintereso. wignSi 

gvxvdeba: aliteracia, asonansi, paranomazia, sityvaTa Tu 

frazaTa gameoreba, anadiplosisi, anafora, epifora da 

refreni, tropebi – metafora, Sedareba, epiTeti... teqsti 

paralelizmis principzea agebuli da dialogis forma aqvs.

moxsenebaSi Seswavlilia „galoba galobaTa solomonis“ 

naTan eliaSviliseuli Targmani. originalTan teqstobrivi 

Sejerebis gziT, naCvenebia, Tu rogor SeZlo mTargmnelma 

wignis dednisuli poetikisa da semantikis gaazreba da Tavis 

TargmanSi gadmotana. 

Ekaterine Navrozashvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University 

“Song of Songs of Solomon” – Poetics, Semantics and 
Translation

In the 1920s, “Song of Songs of Solomon” (šir hašširím ˀašér 
lišlomó in Hebrew, with a traditional Georgian title of “Praise of 
Praise”) was translated directly from Hebrew into Georgian twice. 
The fi rst translator of the text is Gertsel Baazov. Later, the book 
was translated by Nathan Eliashvili. “Song of Songs of Solomon” 
N. Eliashvili’s translation was published at diff erent times in Tbilisi 
and Tel Aviv.

“Song of Songs of Solomon” is one of the poetic works and is 
interesting in many ways. In the book we come across: alliteration, 
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assonance, paronomasia, repetition of words or phrases, anadiplo-
sis, anaphora, epiphora and refrain, tropes – metaphor, comparison, 
epithet ... The text is built on the principle of parallelism and has the 
form of dialogue.

 The report examines Nathan Eliashvili’s translation of “Chant 
of Solomon”. Through textual reconciliation with the original, it is 
shown how the translator was able to understand the original poet-
ics and semantics of the book and transfer it into his own translation.

nino nasyidaSvili

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis                                                        

Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

qarTveli romantikosebis ukrainuli                         

Targmanebis transformaciuli aspeqtebi

mxatvruli Targmanis sazogadoebrivi daniSnuleba, 

Targmanis teqstis ZiriTadi moTxovnebis codna, Targm-

nis unarebis Camoyalibeba da maTi konteqsturi bma Teo-

riis ZiriTad principebTan, umniSvnelovanesi faqtorebia 

Targmanis transformaciuli aspeqtebis gaazrebisTvis. 

transformaciuli modeli, romelic agebulia transfor-

maciuli gramatikis ideis safuZvelze, naTlad warmoa-

Cens originalis teqstidan Targmanis teqstze gadasvlis 

SesaZleblobas, romelic, teqstSi Rrmad Cawvdomis gziT, 

ganixilavs rogorc zedapirul struqturebs, aseve im Ziri-

Tad aspeqtebs, romlebsac unari SeswevT Seqmnan enaTSorisi 

ekvivalentobis safuZveli.
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poeziis Targmna, igive poeturi Targmani mkveTrad 

gansxvavdeba Targmanis sxva saxeebisgan da Tavad Janris 

specifikidan gamomdinare, mTargmnelebs garkveul SezRud-

vebs uwesebs. poeturi Targmanis xelovneba meoce saukuneSi 

farTo samecniero dainteresebis obieqti gaxda. poetur 

nawarmoebebSi, romlebic xasiaTdeba riTmul-intonaciuri 

TaviseburebebiT, yvelaze xSirad da farTod gamoiyeneba 

fonetikuri xerxebi, didi yuradReba eqceva TiToeuli si-

tyvis mniSvnelobas. amas garda, poetur TargmanSi origina-

lis poeturi formis Sinaarsobrivi aspeqtis gasaxsnelad, 

SeuZlebelia gaTvaliswinebuli ar iqnas leqsis – pirvelwy-

aros riTmi da ritma da ramdenime iseTi faqtori, romelic 

poeturi nawarmoebis formidan da struqturidan gamomdin-

are, xSirad gadamwyvetia.

qarTveli romantikosebis, aleqsandre WavWavaZis, 

grigol orbelianisa da nikoloz baraTaSvilis poezia 

ramdenjerme iTargmna ukrainulad. naSromSi ganxilulia 

1961 wels q. kievSi gamocemul ortmoeul anTologiaSi: „qa-

rTveli xalxis poezia“ dabeWdili ukrainuli Targmanebis 

analizi, romlebic Sesrulebulia sxvdasxva mTargmnelebis 

mier.

qarTveli romantikosebis poeturi nawarmoebebis 

mTar gmnelobiTi analizi moicavs, rogorc leqsis formis, 

struqturisa da leqswyobis elementebis Sedarebas, aseve 

farTo WrilSia ganxiluli epiTetebis, metonomiebis, arqa-

izmebis Targmnis principebi. 
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Nino Naskidashvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University 

Transformation aspects of Ukrainian translations                          
of Georgian romantic poets

The social purpose of literary translation, knowledge of basic 
requirements of translation text, establishment of translation skills 
and their contextual blending with basic principles of theory are the 
most important factors for analyzing the transformation aspects of 
translation. The transformation model which is set up on the basis 
of transformation grammar idea clearly refl ects the possibility of 
moving from the original text to that of translation, which through 
the way of deeply penetrating into the text examines the superfi cial 
structures, as well as those basic aspects which are able to create the 
ground for equivalence among the languages. 

Translating poetry, the same poetic translation is acutely diff er-
ent from other kinds of translation and due to the specifi cation of the 
genre itself sets certain limits to translators. The art of poetic transla-
tion has become the object of wide scientifi c interest in XX century. 
In poetic works, which are characterized with their rhythmic-intona-
tion features, phonetic tricks are most frequently and widely used; 
great att ention is paid to the meaning of each single word. Despites, 
in poetic translation, for explaining the contextual aspect of poetic 
form of original, it is impossible not to considerthe original’s rhythm 
and rhyme of poem and several such factors, which due to the form 
of poetic work and structure are often crucial. 

The poetry of Georgian romantic poets: Alexander Tchavtcha-
vadze, Grigol Orbeliani and Nikoloz Baratashvili has been translat-
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ed several times into Ukrainian language. In the work the analysis of 
Ukrainian translations published in “Georgian Folk Poetry” edited 
in 1961 in c. Kyiv, in two volumes of anthology has been examined, 
which are made by various translators. 

The translation analysis of poetic works of Georgian romantic 
poets includes the comparison of form, structure and poem sett ing 
elements of verse; as well the principles of translating epithets, me-
tonymies, archaisms are examined in wide sense. 

Svyatoslav Pylypchuk

Ivan Franko National University of Lviv

From “Hope” To Antaeus’ Feat: Evolution                                     
Of Lesia Ukrainka’s Worldview

Lesia Ukrainka entered the world of belles lett res with choice 
lyrical poetry. However, eventually the the writer’s creative genius 
began to stifl e and crave for a vaster fi eld of literary exploits. There-
fore, along with quite recognizable and increasingly elaborate lyrical 
verses, Lesia Ukrainka also produced prosaic pieces (The Only Son 
(“Odynak”), Pity (“Zhal”), At the Seaside (“Nadmorem”), The City 
of Sorrow (“Mistosmutku”)). The writer tried her hand at diff erent 
genres, experimented with the sketch, short story, schizzo, fairy tale, 
legend etc. And in this fi eld she also managed to achieve signifi cant 
success, inasmuch she created absolutely unique texts, characterized 
both by stylistic fi ndings and innovative ideas and topics.

The 1890s witnessed the shift of Lesia Ukrainka’s literary focus 
to the genre of the poem (Robert the Bruce, the King of Scotland (“Rob-
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ert Bryus, korolshotlandskyi”), The Ancient Tale (“Davniakazka”), 
One Word (“OdnoSlovo”), You are Asking About Those... (“Se vypy-
tayete za tykh...”). In this kind of texts her favourite lyrical melody 
is organically merged with epic elements, namely the vividness and 
expressiveness of the soul portraits are complemented by the pro-
tagonist’s life story. Her poems essentially explicate the concept of 
freedom, whose ideal is engraved in each literary piece and whose 
status is raised to the epitome of human grandeur.

Another signifi cant turning point in Lesia Ukrainka’s literary 
endeavours took place in 1901, when she lost the closest person, 
however, Ukraine acquired a master of a dramatic poem. The entire 
pain of loss was transformed into poetry. That was how The Possessed 
(“Oderzhyma”) appeared. The poem features the crossroads of the 
lyrical, epic and dramatic, on which the writer erected a temple of 
love where Miriam prays to her Messiah. 

The armour of the genre of the dramatic poem reinforces Lesia 
Ukrainka’s literary voice and hand. The tempered steel of her word 
causes her to triumph again and again. She created numerous suc-
cessive poems, which are absolutely unparalleled in their profound 
contemplation of a certain theme and are characterized by a “psy-
chological patt ern” and “full-length” portrayal of the issue. Babylo-
nian Captivity (“Vavylonskyipolon”), On the Ruins (“Na ruinakh”), In 
the Catacombs (“V katakombakh”), Cassandra (“Kasandra”), Rufi nus 
and Priscilla (“Rufi niPristsilla”), Aishe and Mohammed (“Ayshai Mo-
hammed”), In the Forest (“U pushchi”), On the Field of Blood (“Na po-
likrovi”), Joanna, the Wife of Chuza (“Yohanna, zhinkaKhusova”), The 
Forest Song (“LisovaPisnia”), Lawyer Martianus (“Advokat Martian”), 
The Stone Host (“Kaminnyihospodar”), The Orgy (“Orhiya”)...
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The interest stirred up by LesyaUkrainka’s literary growth is 
no greater than that invoked by the analysis of how her worldview 
evolved. This aspect can undoubtedly be traced throughout the 
writer’s oeuvre but is by no means limited thereto. Her behaviour, 
public speeches, personal correspondence, all activities promoting 
her stance demonstrate her confi dence in pursuing spiritual devel-
opment. While initially the author tried to step back from frustrating 
reality and seek oblivion in the enclosed space of her soul, eventu-
ally she bravely entered the socio-political arena where she openly 
declared the word of truth.

Therefore, the lyrical heroine of fi rst verse of childhood years 
“Hope” moans over the lack of fortune and freedom, while the lat-
er poetic canvases subdue the moaning and replace the ephemeral 
hope with the exemplary feat. New heroes act resolutely, not infre-
quently putt ing in gigantic eff ort to achieve desired freedom. Thus, 
the main character in Lesia Ukrainka’s last dramatic poem The Orgy 
(“Orhiya”) is bard Antaeus. He is brimming with freedom-loving 
Hellenic spirit and choking in the stifl ing atmosphere of the Romal 
Empire, and as a result he refuses to serve the impostor. The talented 
aristocratic Greek suppresses his song to prevent the enemy from 
gett ing hold of even a morsel of the spiritual treasure inherited from 
free ancestors.
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nino popiaSvili

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis                                                                

Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

migraciuli literatura, rogorc                                    

transkulturuli dialogi literaturis                         

istoriis perspeqtividan1 

migraciuli literatura ganixileba, rogorc inter-

kulturuli komunikacia, transkulturuli gamocdileba, 

kulturaTa gavleniT Seqmnili teqstebi, romlebSic asaxu-

lia mravalSriani gamocdilebebi: epoqaluri movlenebi, 

fsiqo-socialuri sakiTxebi, rogorebicaa kulturuli 

adaptacia, identobis problemebi, enobrivi, kulturuli, 

socialuri, politikuri da sxva sakiTxebi.

migraciuli literatura Tanamedrove literaturaT-

mcodneobis dakvirvebis obieqtia. xSirad daismis kiTxvebi: 

romeli literaturuli procesis nawilia migraciuli lit-

eratura? ra fenomenTan gvaqvs saqme, rodesac migrantTa 

literaturas ganvixilavT? msgavsi kiTxvebi dRemde aqtua-

luria literaturaTmcodneobiT diskusiebSi, migrantTa 

literatura ki globalizaciuri procesebis kvaldakval 

farTovdeba da tiraJirdeba.

mniSvnelovania yuradReba mieqces identobaTa trans-

formaciisa da TviTidentifikaciis narativebsinterkul-

turul-migraciul mwerlobaSi, rogorc am literaturis 

Tvisobriobis erT-erT mniSvnelovan indikators.

1 kvleva ganxorcielda `SoTa rusTavelis saqarTvelos erovnu-

li samecniero fondis finansuri mxardaWeriT [#DI-18-965]~.
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moxsenebaSi visaubrebT migraciuli literaturis Ta-

viseburebebze literaturis istoriis perspeqtividan. yu-

radRebas gavamaxvilebT qarTuli literaturis istoriisa 

da migraciuli literaturis kavSirebze, rogorc samecnie-

ro, ise saliteraturo procesebis gaTvaliswinebiT.

Nino Popiashvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Migration Literature as a Transcultural Dialogue from 
the Point of View of the History of Literature1 

Migration literature is considered as an intercultural commu-
nication, transcultural experience, texts created under the infl uence 
of cultures, which refl ect multi-layered experiences: epochal events, 
psychosocial issues such as cultural adaptation, identity problems, 
language, cultural, social, political and other issues.

Migration literature is an object under observation of modern 
literary studies. Questions are often asked: What literary process 
is migration literature part of? What phenomenon are we dealing 
with when we considering migrant literature? Such questions are 
still topical in the discussions of literary studies, and the migrant 
literature is expanding and being replicated following close behind 
the globalization processes.

Att ention should be drawn to the narratives of identity transfor-
mation and self-identifi cation in the intercultural-migration litera-

1 „This work was supported by Shota Rustaveli National Science Founda-
tion of Georgia (SRNSFG) [#DI-18-965]“.
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ture as one of the important indicators of the qualitativeness of this 
literature.

In the report, we will talk about the features of migration litera-
ture from the point of view of the history of literature. We will pay 
att ention the links between the history of Georgian literature and mi-
gration literature, considering both scientifi c and literary processes.

Mykola Zhulynskyi

Shevchenko Institute of Literature of the National Academy                                     
of Sciences of Ukraine 

Lesya Ukrainka: spiritual vocation of the artist

Lesya Ukrainka understood early her unique spiritual mission. 
In her second book “Thoughts and Dreams” (“Dumyimriji”) pub-
lished during her lifetime, the poet expressed her vocation: to use 
spiritual light to destroy the darkness of the great prison in which 
the Ukrainian nation was enslaved and from which it would burst 
free. LesyaUkrainka was deeply devoted to her spiritual vocation 
of strengthening the nation’s will and the struggle for a politically 
free Ukraine, which at that time was “totally controlled”. In each 
play, LesyaUkrainka develops as a leitmotif the fundamental idea 
that without individual inner freedom it is impossible to achieve 
national and political freedom; and profound inner freedom cannot 
have connections to any form of conformism, collaborationism, in-
dividual profi t, or willingness to take “gifts and kindness” from the 
hands of the colonizer. 

The poet focused her creative and cultural activities on strength-
ening the enslaved Ukrainian nation with a national consciousness, 
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awakening a feeling of national unity and the people’s sense of na-
tional identity. She declared that the nation would have a free cul-
tural and political life only when the Ukrainian nation, “the united 
cultural organism” (Ivan Franko), was formed from the huge mass 
of ethnic Ukrainians. In this process of nation building as a cultural 
organism, the Ukrainian intelligentsia, the self-aware national elite, 
should play a key role in facilitating and intensifying the creative 
energy vital to the creation of an independent Ukrainian nation. 

Key words: freedom of creativity, individuality of the artist, 
national, national self-identifi cation, cultural nationalism, national 
imperative. 

Hayate Sotome

The University of Tokyo

Colonial representation in “Is He a Human?!”
– from comparative perspectives with Goncharov’s                       

“Oblomov”

The aim of this paper is to analyze how colonial representation 
can be found in one of the most infl uential 19th-century Georgian 
writer and activist, Ilia Ch’avch’avadze’s (1837–1907) novel “Is He 
a Human?!” („kacia-adamiani?!“) (1863). In order to make it clear 
what features of the Georgian colonial situation of his time infl uence 
his depiction, we take a comparative way with Ch’avch’avadze’s 
contemporary Russian writer Ivan A. Goncharov’s (1812–1891) nov-
el “Oblomov” (1859).

First, we will discuss how Russian colonial policies changed the 
system of land ownership among Georgian noblemen; according to 
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historical studies, before the Russian colonization of Georgia, noble-
men had owned their estates sharing with their families (‘saerto-

sagvareulo’), but the Russian government changed this system 
into individual one, that explains the confl ict between the protago-
nist of the novel, Luarsab and his brother, Davit, and their moral 
degeneration.

Second, we will observe the history of the educational system 
in Georgia under Russian rule. Although Luarsab and Oblomov are 
both depicted as lazy noblemen, there is a crucial diff erence between 
them; whereas Luarsab has not been educated at all, Oblomov has 
fi nished, in contrast, an university. Russian colonial policy, in gen-
eral, didn’t allow Georgians to receive opportunities of education in 
their mother tongue, Georgian, until the 1840s, when Luarsab should 
have already been in his 20s. Surely, it was diffi  cult for Georgian stu-
dents to study in Russian as a foreign language, and all thissituation 
may have made Luarsab’s laziness.

The author Ch’avch’avadze is known as a leader of Georgian 
nationalist; however, we shouldn’t think that he denies all of the 
knowledge received through the Russian way of education. Educa-
tion, on the other hand, was a tool for the Russian colonial govern-
ment to Russify Georgian noblemen and he criticized this policy 
harshly. However, on the other hand, Ch’avch’avadze thought that 
education was quite an essential way to decolonize his country in the 
future. He criticized Luarsab for his lack of education through the 
narrator of the work. In this way, he depicted these kinds of colonial 
problems explicitly or implicitly in the novel.
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nestan sulava

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis                                                                    

Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti 

daviT guramiSvilis saazrovno sistemis ZiriTadi 

maxasiaTeblebi interkulturul konteqstSi

daviT guramiSvilis poeturi memkvidreoba da misi saa-

zrovno sistema moiTxovs interkulturul konteqstSi 

ganxilvas, radgan aucilebelia misi mimarTebis gaTval-

iswineba, erTi mxriv, tradiciul kulturul monapovrebT-

an mimarTebiT, meore mxriv, sazogadod, qristianul lit-

eraturul-kulturul tradiciebTan mimarTebiT, radgan 

igi, uwinares yovlisa, vertikalur//diaqroniul WrilSi 

Sua saukuneebis qarTul literaturul fesvebze dgas da, 

amave dros, horizontalur//sinqroniul WrilSi qris-

tianul msoflmxedvelobas, saxismetyvelebas emyareba da 

exmianeba, mis mxatvrul-gamomsaxvelobiT saSualebebsa da 

xerxebs iyenebs, hipodigmur-paradigmuli struqturis sa-

SualebiT kavSirs amyarebs bibliur mxatvrul-alegoriul 

samyarosTan, agreTve, gvian Sua saukuneebSi, renesansis 

Semdgom periodSi aRmocenebul da ganviTarebul sxvadasx-

va literaturul mimarTulebebTan//mimdinareobebTan, 

romelTa sazrdo ZiriTadad qristianuli religiaa. amave 

rigSia gansaxilveli daviT guramiSvilis memkvidreobis 

folklorTan mimarTebac, radgan igi Tavisi saTqmelis mxa-

tvrul formebSi gamosaxatavad xalxur sityvierebas sak-

maod xSirad mimarTavda. mniSvnelovania is garemoeba, rom 

daviT guramiSvili gansakuTrebiT uxvad sargeblobda qa-
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rTuli da ukrainuli folkloris motivebiT, saxeobrivi 

azrovnebis nimuSebiT, formalur-struqturuli varian-

tebiT. SeiZleba pastoraluri simbolikis moZiebac, radgan 

poetma folkloruli da bibliuri Tematikidan ganaviTara 

iseTi lirikuli problemebi da motivebi, romlebic aisaxa 

poemaSi `mxiaruli zafxuli~, romelsac meore saxelwo-

debiTac vicnobT: „qacvia mwyemsi“. misi saazrovno sistema 

Tavisuflad iTavsebs epoqis konceptualur paradigmebs. 

rac Seexeba renesanss, daviT guramiSvilis memkvidreobaSi 

mxolod religiuri TvalsazrisiT Tu vlindeba renesansu-

li ganwyobileba, rac ZiriTadad sulieri zeaRsvlis Temas 

ukavSirdeba. amitomac mis poeziaSi Tanabrad warmoCndeba 

Zveli da axali epoqebis suli. 

samecniero literaturaSi am sakiTxTa wre sakmaod da-

muSavebulia, gansakuTrebiT ki bibliasTan mimarTebiT bev-

ri ram aris gamokvleuli. miuxedavad amisa, sakvlevi kidev 

bevria. Cemi mizani daviT guramiSvilis poeziaSi literatu-

ruli kliSeebis, winaswar aRebuli e.w. aucilebeli ideebisa 

da Tematikis gverdiT poetis Sinagani Tavisuflebis, mxat-

vruli fantaziis, sulieri, inteleqtualuri da poeturi 

gamocdilebis, saazrovno sistemis ZiriTad maxasiaTebelTa 

gamovlenaa, rasac daviT guramiSvilis poeturi memkvidre-

obis alegoriuli xedvis interkulturul doneze kvleva//

interpretacia daedo safuZvlad. 
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Nestan Sulava

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University 

Main Characteristic of Davit Guramishvili Mindset                    
in Intercultural Context 

Davit Guramishvili heritage and his mindset demands its dis-
cussion in the context of interculturalism. At the same time, we have 
to consider the att itude with the traditional cultural heritages and at 
the other hand with the Christian literary heritage and tradition for 
the reasonthat it is based on the roots of middle age Georgian liter-
ary in horizontal and vertical view, also on the symbols and use its 
fi ctional examples. It has link with the paradigm structure of Biblical 
world. In the late middle ages after the renaissance, it was linked 
with the processes developed according cultural direction, literary 
directions. All of this took place and were based on the Cristian re-
ligion. We have to pay att ention to the special connection with the 
folklore in Davit Guramihvili’s poetry. Author to emphasize his 
emotions uses folk tradition. It is the most important aspect to his 
poetry that he was very close not only to the Georgian folk materials 
but also was using Ukrainian materials. He was using the mindset 
system from folklore motifs and formal variation. It is not unusual 
to fi nd the pastoral symbols for the reason that the author developed 
such a lyrical poetry on the based of folklore and the Bible. Those 
symbols were used in “Happy Summer” well known with another 
name “Thorny Shepherd”. Mindset system of Davit Guramishvili 
contains paradigms form the epoch. What about the renaissance, Da-
vit Guramishvili’s heritage has renaissance feeling only on the base 
of religion and it is connected to the spiritual raising theory. In his 
poetry we equally met old and new epoch. 
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Research history is very rich and especially in context of the Bi-
ble, but still the main aspects remain as gap and needs consideration. 
In parallel of literary design he was free and dedicated author to the 
own ideas, spiritual and intellectual possibilitiesand fi ctional fantasy 
and with his poetic experience was making special system of mind-
set. In our research work we make the base of intercultural and alle-
goric understading of Davit Guramishvili’s heritage interpretation. 

Tereza Chlaňová 

Charles University, Prague

Yuriy Vynnychuk´s novel The Tango of Death as a                   
trauma-healing concept

The paper will try to interpret Vynnychuk´s The Tango of Death 
as a novel which re-thinks and re-transforms the national memory, 
including the main traumas of 20th century Galicia. It analyzes used 
cultural codes, language, historical events, the role of Lviv subcul-
tures etc. and tries to point at specifi c ways of treating „death“ in the 
number of often „confl icting“ variations. 

sofio CxataraSvili

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis                                                                       

Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

saqarTvelo ukrainul mwerlobaSi

ukraineli eris cnobierebaSi saqarTvelo Rrma warsul-

Si Cndeba. istoriuli, politikuri Tu kulturuli movle-

nebi sxvadasxva saukuneSi erTmaneTs cvlida da avsebda. da-
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viT guramiSvilis uneblie gadasaxlebiT, kirile-meTodes 

Zmobis wevrebis kavkasiaSi CamosaxlebiT, taras SevCenkosa 

da akaki wereTlis SexvedriTa da sxva uamravi mosalodneli 

Tu moulodneli faqtis safuZvelze aRqma qarTuli kul-

turisa epoqaTa Taviseburebis Sedegad formirdeboda.

mecxramete saukuneSi taras SevCenkos mier moxsenieb-

uli kavkasia „mTebis iqiT mTebia“, Soreulia, diadi da mis-

tikuria. amave saukunis bolos ukrainul Jurnal-gazeTebSi 

ibeWdeba ilia WavWavaZisa da akaki wereTlis leqsebis Targ-

manebi. iakob gogebaSvilis, niko lomourisa da sxva qarTvel 

moRvaweTa ukrainaSi yofna saqarTvelosa da qarTuli kul-

turis propagandis erTgvari garanti iyo.

socialisturi realizmis Teoriam qarTul-ukrainul 

kulturaTa dialogSi prioritetebi gansazRvra. liter-

aturisa da kulturis dekadebi, iubileebi da aRniSnul-

TaTvis sagangebod Targmnili literatura, albaT yvelaze 

aqtiuri faza iyo qarTuli kulturis gacnobisa da daax-

loebis TvalsazrisiT. saqarTvelo Tavisi bunebiT, istori-

iT, kulturiT, xalxiT ukeTesad cnobili xdeba ukraineli 

mkiTxvelisTvis. 

meoce saukunis samocian wlebSi ukrainuli samwerlo 

sazogadoebisaTvis saqarTvelo ar aris ucxo da Soreuli 

qveyana. grZeldeba qarTuli literaturis Targmna ukra-

inul enaze. ormocdaaTian wlebSi xSirdeba uSualo kon-

taqtebi qarTvel da ukrainel mwerlebs Soris. Targmnil 

literaturasTan erTad ibadeba miZRvniTi xasiaTis leqsebi 

saqarTveloze, qarTul kulturaze da iwyeba mimowera mwer-

lebs Soris. meoce saukunis meore naxevarSi ukraineli mwer-

lebi ar weren mxolod SoTa rusTavelze, iliasa da akakize. 

maT ainteresebT: nikoloz baraTaSvili, ticiani, firosmani 
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da a.S. maTTvis mimzidvelia saqarTvelo, sainteresoa, ma-

gram amavdroulad axlobeli da nacnobia. 

ocdameerTe saukuneSi saqarTvelos recefcia ukrainul 

mwerlobaSi sinTezuria: tradiciuli da novaciuri aRqma 

axleburi, sruliad gansxvavebuli saxiT ibadeba da rCeba 

ukraineli mkiTxvelis mexsierebas. 

Sophio Chkhatarashvili

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University

Georgia in Ukrainian literature

Georgia appears in the deep past in the consciousness of 
the Ukrainian nation. Historical, political or cultural events have 
changed and complemented each other in diff erent centuries. With 
the involuntary deportation of Davit Guramishvili, the resett lement 
of members of the Cyril and Methodius Brotherhood in the Cauca-
sus, the meeting of Taras Shevchenko and Akaki Tsereteli and many 
other expected or unexpected facts, the perception of Georgian cul-
ture was shaped by the peculiarities of epochs.

The Caucasus, referred to by Taras Shevchenko in the nine-
teenth century, is “beyond the mountains”, is distant, majestic and 
mystical. At the end of the same century, translations of poems by 
Ilia Chavchavadze and Akaki Tsereteli were published in Ukrainian 
magazines and newspapers. The presence of Iakob Gogebashvili, 
Niko Lomouri and other Georgian fi gures in Ukraine was a guaran-
tee of propaganda of Georgia and Georgian culture.

The theory of socialist realism has set priorities in the dialogue 
between Georgian and Ukrainian cultures. Decades of literature 
and culture, anniversaries and literature specially translated for the 
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mentioned were probably the most active phase in terms of gett ing 
acquainted and gett ing closer to Georgian culture. Georgia is bet-
ter known to Ukrainian readers for its nature, history, culture and 
people.

Georgia is not a foreign and distant country for the Ukrainian 
literary community in the sixties of the twentieth century. Continues 
translating of Georgian literature. Direct contacts between Georgian 
and Ukrainian writers became more frequent in the 1950s. Dedicated 
poems about Georgia and Georgian culture are born along with the 
translated literature and correspondence between writers begins. In 
the second half of the twentieth century, Ukrainian writers did not 
write only about Shota Rustaveli, Ilia and Akaki. They are interested 
in: Nikoloz Baratashvili, Titian, Pirosmani, etc. Georgia is att ractive 
to them, it is interesting, but at the same time it is close and familiar.

In the twenty-fi rst century, the reception of Georgia in Ukraini-
an literature is synthetic: traditional and innovative perceptions are 
born in a new, completely diff erent way and remain in the memory 
of the Ukrainian reader.

nino wereTeli

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis                                                                 

Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti 

mwerali da emigracia

(viqtor Sklovskis „rusuli berlini“)

viqtor Sklovski (1893-1984) Tavisi Teoriuli naSrome-

biT samarTlianad aris miCneuli mZalavri da xmauriani 

mimarTulebis-formalizmis fuZemdeblad. aRsaniSnavia, 
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rom viqtor Sklovskis SemoqmedebiTi memkvidreoba mxolod 

mecnierul naSromebs ar moicavs. igi mdidaria mxatvruli 

prozis Tu eseistikis originaluri nimuSebiTac.

viqtor Sklovskim gansakuTrebuli kvali datova ru-

suli kinos istoriaSi. mravali scenaris avtorma didi wv-

lili Seitana montaJis Teoriis SeqmnaSi da kinomcodneobis 

sakiTxebze araerTi sayuradRebo naSromi Seqmna.

calke aRniSvnis Rirsia viqtor Sklovskis pirovneba, 

romelic 20-iani wlebis rusuli literaturuli cxovrebis 

gamorCeuli figura iyo. Sklovskim ar miiRo oqtombris rev-

olucia, gadaurCa devnas, fineTSi gaiqca da gaxda politi-

kuri emigranti berlinSi.

v. Sklovski , fineTidan gagzavnil erT-erT pirad wer-

ilSi aRniSnavs, rom mas Tan aqvs „cxenis svlis“ xelnaweri 

da apirebs daweros wigni 1918-1921 wlebSi mimdinare movle-

nebze. mas ar surs fineTSi darCena. misTvis rogorc mwerl-

isaTvis, aucilebelia iseT adgilas moxvdes, sadac rusuli 

gamomcemlobebi arsebobs. aseT qalaqebad berlins da pr-

aRas asaxelebs. viqtor Sklovskis Semoqmedebis mkvlevrebi 

aRniSnaven, rom viqtor SklovskisTvis, rogorc mwerlisa 

da mecnierisTvis, yvelaze mniSvnelovani da nayofieri xana 

20-iani wlebi iyo.

v. Sklovskis „sentimentaluri mogzauroba“ sruli sax-

iT 1923 wels,berlinSi gamoica gamomcemloba „gelikonis“ 

mier. wignSi Sevida „revolucia da fronti“, „saweri magida“, 

gadamuSavebuli saxiT amave wignSi daibeWda „epilogic“. 

„sentimentaluri mogzaurobis“ gamocema „rusuli ber-

linisaTvis“ mniSvnelovani literaturuli movlena gaxda 

da mravalricxovan gamoxmaurebasTan erTad wigni biblio-

grafiul iSviaTobad iqca. 
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Nino Tsereteli

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University 

Writer and immigration
(Victor Shklovsky’s “ Russian Berlin”)

Victor Shklovsky (1893-1984) is well-known as literary critic, 
novelist and leading fi gure of Russian formalism, He opposed Bol-
shevism and became political immigrant in the large Russian Col-
ony, That had formed in Berlin after revolution. Publication Victor 
Shklovsky’s “Sentimental Journey” – this interesting example of 
autobiographical prose in Berlin, in 1923, was followed by a broad 
response in émigré periodical press and at the same time it became 
a rarity. This is a book writt en step by step of political events which 
supplies us with interesting material on Russian emigration. Shk-
lovsky describes impressions of the events that he witnessed in 1918-
23 , his undergraduate activities against Bolsheviks, his crative life at 
the Petrograd House of Arts-founded by M.Gorky and K.Chukovsky 
in 1919.

rusudan WanturiSvili

erovnul literaturaturaTa, literaturul                                                                                              

urTierTobaTa da Targmanis kaTedris                                    

xelnaweri Jurnali

Tsu-is ukrainistikis institutis saarqivo fondSi ram-

denime xelnaweri Jurnali inaxeba, romelic prof. oTar 

baqaniZis iniciativiTa da misi TanamSromlebis Zalisxme-

viT iwereboda. ukrainistikis instituti, romelsac prof. 
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oTar baqaniZe xelmZRvanelobda, isev mis mier daarsebul 

erovnul literaturaTa, literaturul urTierTobaTa da 

Targmanis kaTedris bazisze Seiqmna, romlis istoria 1970-

iani wlebis dasawyisidan modis.

xelnaweri Jurnali, romelsac mimovixilavT, erovnul 

literaturaTa, literaturul urTierTobaTa da Targ-

manis kaTedrasTan arsebul Targmanis specialobis stu-

dentTa samecniero-SemoqmedebiTi wris 1976-1987 saswavlo 

wlebiT TariRdeba. igi safuZvlianad aSuqebs wris xelmZR-

vanelis – doc. qeTevan burjanaZis Rvawls; kaTedris gamgis 

– prof. oTar baqaniZisa da kaTedris imdroindel TanamS-

romelTa zrunvas studentTa sakeTildReod.

pirovneba, romelmac kaTedris gamgisa da wris xelmZ-

Rvanelis naazrevze dayrdnobiT ase detalurad aRnusxa 

studentTa samecniero-SemoqmedebiTi wris muSaoba, kaT-

edris maSindeli laboranti- qalbatoni naTela grZeliS-

vilia. igi kaTedris daarsebidanve, batoni oTaris, qal-

batoni qeTevanisa da kaTedris pirvel TanamSromlebTan 

erTad, kaTedris axal-axali TaobebisaTvis baziss qmnida. 

naTela grZeliSvili, am da sxva Jurnalebis mixedviT Tu vim-

sjelebT, kaTedris istoriis JamTaaRmwerelia.

xelnaweri Jurnalis mimoxilvisas cxadi gaxda, igi im-

denad saintereso masalebs gvacnobs, rom maTgan raimes 

gamokleba ar SeiZleba. amitom, jerjerobiT, mimovixileT 

is masala, romelic 1976-1980 saswavlo wlebs moicavs.

xelnawer JurnalSi moTxrobili ambebi qronologiu-

rad miyveba erTmaneTs. Tematikis mixedviT masala ase SeiZ-

leba davajgufoT: 1) kaTedrasTan arsebul studentTa sa-

mecniero-SemoqmedebiTi wris Sexvedrebi qarTvel mwer-

lebTan, mecnierebsa da mTargmnelebTan (Tamaz Cxenkeli, 

vaxuSti kotetiSvili,zurab kiknaZe, Tamar erisTavi, oTar 
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nodia...). 2) Sexvedrebi ucxoel mwerlebsa da moRvaweebTan 

(m. dudini, i. draCi, e. noviCenko; k.simonovi, e.dolmatovski, 

b. laskini, l. levini; i. lunko, n.pidpala). 3) Sexvedra ki-

evis literaturis institutis TanamSromlebTan (direq-

toris moadgile, filologiis mecn. kandidati n. Julinski, 

filologiis mecn. kandidati a. muSkudiani). 4)kievis maqsim 

rilskis literaturul-memorialur muzeumTan erTad 

Catarebuli maqsim rilskis dabadebis 85 wlisTavisadmi 

miZRvnili literaturuli saRamo. 5)saiubileo da liter-

aturuli saRamoebi, miZRvnili l. tolstois, al. blokis, 

a. Cexovis, m.rilskisadmi... 6) belorusiis 60 wlisTavisadmi 

miZRvnili saRamo. 7) Targmanis specialobis qarTveli stu-

dentebi belorusiaSi; ucxoeli studentebi – saqarTvelo-

Si. 8)kaTedrasTan arsebuli klubi „ukraina“ da studentTa 

Targmanebi prof. oTar baqaniZis TaosnobiT gamocemul 

orenovan krebulebSi. 

mimoxiluli xelnaweri Jurnali warsulsa da momavals 

Soris gadebuli sando xidia. igi Targmanisa da literatu-

ruli urTierTobebiT dainteresebuli momavali TaobisaT-

vis siyvaruliT iwereboda da imedia, axali Taobac aseve iz-

runebs momavali TaobisaTvis.

Rusudan Chanturishvili 

Manuscript journal of Department of National                           
Literatures, Literary Relations and Translation 

Several manuscript journals are kept in the archives of TSU In-
stitute of Ukrainian Studies, which was created on the initiative of 
Prof. Otar Bakanidze and the eff orts of his coworkers. Institute of 
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Ukrainian Studies, headed by Prof. Otar Bakanidze was founded by 
him again, on the basis of the Department of National Literature, Lit-
erary Relations and Translation, which dates back to the early 1970s. 

The manuscript journal we are reviewing dates back to the 1976-
1987 academic years of the translation-specialized students’scientifi c-
creative circle at the Department of National Literature, Literary 
Relations, and Translation.It reveals in full-scale merit of the head 
of the circle – Associate Professor Ketevan Burjanadze, the caring 
att itude of the Head of the Department – Prof. Otar Bakanidze, and 
the staff  of the department at that time towards the benefi t of the 
students.

The person who, based on the thoughts and suggestions of the 
head of the department and the head of the circle, described in detail 
the work of the students’ scientifi c-creative circle, is then the labora-
tory assistant of the department – Ms. Natela Grdzelishvili. From 
the very beginning of the department, together with Mr. Otar, Ms. 
Ketevan, and the fi rst staff  of the department, she was forming the 
basis for the new generations of the department.Natela Grdzelishvi-
li, judging by this and other magazines, is a chronicler of the history 
of the department.

It became clear during the review of the manuscript magazine, 
it introduces so many interesting materials that nothing can be omit-
ted. Therefore, so far, we have reviewed the material covering the 
1976-1980 academic years.

The stories told in the manuscript journal follow each oth-
er chronologically. According to the topics, the material can be 
grouped as follows:1) Meetings of the department-based students’ 
scientifi c-creative circlewith Georgian writers, scientists, and trans-
lators (Tamaz Chkhenkeli, Vakhushti Kotetishvili, Zurab Kiknadze, 
Tamar Eristavi, Otar Nodia...). 2) Meetings with foreign writers and 
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notable fi gures (M. Dudin, I. Drach, E. Novichenko, K. Simonov, 
E.Dolmatovski, B. Laskin, L. Levin, I. Lunko, N.Pidpala). 3) Meet-
ing with the staff  of the Kyiv Institute of Literature (N. Zhulinsky, 
Deputy Director, Candidate of Philological Sciences, Candidate of 
Philological Sciences A. Mushkudiani). 4)Literary evening dedicated 
to the 85th anniversary of Maxim Rilski conducted together with the 
Maxim Rylsky Literary-Memorial Museum in Kyiv. 5)Anniversary 
and literary evenings dedicated to L. Tolstoy, Al. Blok, A. Chekhov, 
M.Rilski... 6) An evening dedicated to the 60th anniversary of Belar-
us. 7) Georgian students majoring in translation in Belarus; Foreign 
students – in Georgia. 8) Club “Ukraine” based in the department 
andstudent translations in bilingual collections published under the 
leadership of Prof. Otar Bakanidze

The reviewed manuscript journal is a credible bridge between 
the past and the future. It was writt en with love for the next genera-
tion interested in translation and literary relations, and hopefully, 
the new generation will care for the next generation in the same way.
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